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Abstract

Our everyday tasks involve interactions with a wide range of information.
The information that we manage is often associated with a task context.
However, current computer systems do not organize information in this way,
do not help the user find information in task context, but require explicit
user actions such as searching and information seeking. We explore the
use of task context to guide the delivery of information to the user proac-
tively, that is, to have the right information easily available at the right
time. In this thesis, we used two types of novel contextual information:
24/7 behavioral recordings and spoken conversations for task modeling.

from temporal, social, and topical aspects; that can be contextualized by
several entities such as applications, documents, people, time, and various
keywords determining the task. By tracking the association amongst the
entities, we can infer the task context, predict future information
access, and proactively retrieve relevant information for the task at hand.
The approach is validated with a series of field studies, in which altogether
47 participants voluntarily installed a screen monitoring system on their
laptops 24/7 to collect available digital activities, and their spoken con-
versations were recorded. Different aspects of the data were considered to
train the models. In the evaluation, we treated information sourced from
several applications, spoken conversations, and various aspects of the data
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as different kinds of influence on the prediction performance. The combined
influences of multiple data sources and aspects were also considered in the
models. Our findings revealed that task information could be found in a
variety of applications and spoken conversations. In addition, we found
that task context models that consider behavioral information captured
from the computer screen and spoken conversations could yield a promis-
ing improvement in recommendation quality compared to the conventional
modeling approach that considered only pre-determined interaction logs,
such as query logs or Web browsing history. We also showed how a task
context model could support the work performance, reducing their
effort in searching by ranking and suggesting relevant information. Our re-
sults and findings have direct implications for information personalization
and recommendation systems that leverage contextual information to pre-
dict and proactively present personalized information to the user to improve
the interaction experience with the computer systems.

Computing Reviews (2012) Categories and Subject
Descriptors:

Information systems → Information retrieval → Retrieval models
and ranking
Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI)
→ Interactive systems and tools

General Terms:
information retrieval, user modeling

Additional Key Words and Phrases:
context information, task context, entity recommendation
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Knowledge workers are required to process and produce more information
than ever before; they work on multiple tasks, collaborate with colleagues,
and use various applications to get their jobs done. The problem faced most
often by the users in progressing the tasks is how to allocate their limited
cognitive abilities to manage a wide range of information [6]. That is criti-
cal due to the increased range of data and information resources in digital
systems every day. Information supply and searching is a key activity that
supports the user’s task performance [72]. However, many information-
retrieval systems require user effort and cognitive attention in formulating
queries [11, 39]. In addition, it is hard to recall relevant information for the
task-at-hand in the first place, for example, what information is needed or
names of the known documents [12]. Rather than having to recall infor-
mation, people often use other retrieval methods, such as bookmarks and
recent file lists [2, 10, 11, 81]. However, recent studies show that people of-
ten forget to use documents that can be helpful, even when they are stored
in an appropriate location [29, 75].

In response to this limitation, the contextual recommendation has re-
cently risen to the top of the research agenda, intending to help the user
have access to task-relevant information easily without requiring the part of
the user [75]. Recommending information helps to find useful information
contextually while it also helps to reduce the number of computer inter-
actions required for the task and improve the user’s perceived usability
with information retrieval systems [88]. As an example scenario on how
contextual recommendation supports the user task, we consider a knowl-
edge worker who is a person working mainly with information. She uses
and produces information and works on different tasks in a day. A typical
workday of such a knowledge worker can be described by a combination
of activities. Some activities are organizational, such as handling e-mail
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2 1 Introduction

messages or attending meetings, making up a specific task. For the task,
she needs to work on different documents and open different applications,
search through the web with specific topics and keywords related to that
task, talk with colleagues, and discuss the task. A recommendation system
could be of help by having these documents opened for her, to spare her the
time to navigate to them or look for them. Therefore, if a model can infer
the user’s task context given the history of user activities, it can predict
the next activity and consequently recommend more relevant entities to the
user.

Typically, the contextual recommendation system proactively suggests
relevant information after considering the context of the user task, such as
applications or documents being used [16, 69]. Many types of contextual
signals have been considered, and numerous approaches have been pro-
posed [52, 89]. In particular, the context of the user task has been mostly
determined from the user’s Web activity, such as recent Web queries that
have been issued [31, 60] or the blogpost or Web document the user is com-
posing [16, 36, 52]. Conventionally, most approaches leveraged pre-defined
interaction logs or associated data acquisition has been confined to a cer-
tain application or a set of services, while there are many other sources of
contextual information that can be useful in determining the task context
and that have not been considered. In this thesis, we show the benefit
of considering two types of novel contextual information: 24/7 behavioral
recordings and spoken conversations. They are the extensive sources of
context, and the contextual information determined from these sources are
not restrained to a specific application range or a type of user input. We
explore the use of these novel contextual signals to infer the user’s task to
facilitate information access through an entity prediction and recommen-
dation system.

To collect the user’s 24/7 behavioral recordings, we employed a screen
monitoring approach that captured all user interaction data and generated
visual content (e.g., visual content presented to the user on the screen)
across application boundaries. To collect spoken conversational informa-
tion, we utilized voice recording of spoken conversations the user engaged
in with other individuals. To train the prediction models, we treated the
data as multiple aspects (temporal, social, and topical aspects) that can be
contextualized by several entities, such as applications, documents, people,
time, and various keywords determining the task. By tracking the associa-
tion amongst the entities, it is possible to model the task context, predict
future information access, and consequently recommending more relevant
information to use at the right time.
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To understand which contextual signals and aspects of the data are
useful in improving recommendation quality, we built several prediction
models. Each model incorporated a different contextual signal. We also
combined all of these signals and considered different aspects of the data;
for example, we considered a combination of search history and interac-
tion history on non-search applications; a combination of search history
and spoken conversational input; and interaction history with or without
temporal information.

1.1 Research Questions

Taking into account more extensive sources of context and various aspects
of the data for modeling, this dissertation seeks the answer to four research
questions (RQs). Figure 1.1 presents how the research questions are covered
in the publications. The first two deal with the modeling problem and
the third one directly relates to observing the effects of considering task
context for the recommendation. A fourth research question addresses how
we study and examine the effect of recommendation on the user’s task
performance in realistic settings.

RQ1. Are there interdependencies between the tasks, search-
ing behavior, and contextual entities? This RQ is closely related to
search task analysis; we wanted to understand how users typically worked
with their computers to find information in real-life settings and what con-
textual factors and what parts of the task mostly influence them to search.

RQ2. Can the association amongst the entities be used to
model the user’s task context for recommendation? In RQ2, we
studied how the rich data gathered from extensive behavioral recordings
can be used to model the user task and predict the future context that the
user would probably be involved in.

RQ3. Does the use of more extensive sources of context im-
prove recommendation quality? This RQ investigates the utility of
more extensive signals from different context sources for entity recommen-
dation. This RQ can be divided into the following sub-RQs:

• RQ3-1. Does the use of temporal information improve recommenda-
tion quality?

• RQ3-2. Does the use of 24/7 behavioral recordings improve recom-
mendation quality?
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Figure 1.1: Research Questions, Methodology, Publications (P I-VI), and Find-
ings.



1.2 Methodology 5

• RQ3-3. Does the use of spoken conversational input improve recom-
mendation quality?

RQ4. Does contextual recommendation improve users’ task
performance? This RQ investigates whether entity recommendation could
provide information beyond what the user can find without it and whether
entity recommendation could positively influence the user’s information be-
havior and lead to improved task execution.

1.2 Methodology

To advance our understanding of whether the two novel sources of con-
text: spoken conversations and 24/7 behavioral recordings, are useful in
improving entity recommendation, we have conducted a series of experi-
mental studies, including field studies, laboratory experiments, and offline
analyses. When choosing the empirical methods, we considered the trade-
off between the criteria [61]: 1) Generalizability which is the validity of the
results across the population, 2) Precision of measurement of the behaviors
that are being studied, and 3) Realism of the studied tasks relative to the
context in which the evidence we gathered is applicable. For that, in each
study, we set the focus in accordance with the research goal (RQs) at hand
and selected the empirical method accordingly.

Field studies are rare in information retrieval research [48, 49, 72], where
it allows researchers to study users’ real-life tasks and topics, information
searching context, and user behavior in naturalistic environments. Al-
though field studies do not allow rigorous control as laboratory studies
do, they can be more realistic, and the studied tasks are real-life; thus, the
results and findings can be more congruent to the user’s real-life situations.
Understanding users’ search behavior in real life provides valuable insights
into the types of needs that occur from everyday digital activities, how
those needs are addressed, and how contextual factors impact those needs.
In field studies, the information search context could be characterized by
the participant’s self-identified tasks and topics and several factors of these.
In our research, these factors were (a) application context or application
being used; and (b) content observed previously by the users on the screen
that triggered them to perform searches or how often the participants see
a keyword on the screen and subsequently use it as a query in information-
seeking activities that are related to a task. In Publication I (to address
RQ1), we conducted the first data collection experiment wherein we studied
the activities of 10 users during 14 days (Data 1). The observations of user
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activities were collected by installing screen monitoring and digital activity
monitoring systems on the participant’s laptop. The participants were also
asked to keep a diary reporting their everyday tasks that required computer
support and entity usage (applications, documents, keywords, and persons
involved in the task). The data include a wide range of search tasks occur-
ring as part of the broader work task, for example, local file search activities
using the OS-specific applications (e.g., Finder, Spotlight, and Explorer) as
part of project work, search using map interfaces (e.g., Google Maps, with
typed queries, drags, clicks, and searches in email clients) as part of plan-
ning a travel task, as well as custom searches on websites as part of the
entertainment. This extensive data set and rare in information retrieval
research allowed detailed statistical analysis, aiding in linking contextual
factors to the users’ tasks and their search performance.

Laboratory studies focus on precise measurements of recommendation
system performance or prediction accuracy rather than studying realistic
situations. For that, a context-aware recommendation system could be eval-
uated in an online interactive setting with the users. The goal in our studies
was to evaluate task prediction models and recommendation systems, for
example, how accurately the model can predict the task context and how
accurately the model can predict the entities that the users would use next.
In such a case, each user needs to work as she/he normally does while re-
ceiving recommendations from one of our systems that is being evaluated.
During the experiment, we evaluated whether the contextual recommen-
dation could lead to improved task execution in terms of usability of the
system and quality of recommendation. To address RQ2, in Publication
II we studied how the rich data gathered from 24/7 behavioral recordings
(Data 1) could be used to model the user task. The prediction model was
evaluated by asking the participants to specify what tasks they were doing
and rated whether the system correctly predicted their current task. To
study the actual effectiveness of proactive recommendation in real-world
situations (to answer RQ4), in Publication VI, we conducted the second
data collection experiment in which we collected 24/7 behavioral record-
ings from 13 participants (Data 2). After a 14-day monitoring period, we
asked the participants to resume their real-world tasks for evaluation of a
recommendation system. For example, the participants worked on the task,
performing new unseen activities, while the system predicted the context
and provided entity recommendations. The study aimed to understand
how the recommendation system influenced the user task performance and
how useful the participants perceived the recommendations. We quanti-
fied the influence and usefulness of recommendations by studying whether
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the system allowed the participants to find more relevant entities and open
more applications/documents than in a situation where no recommenda-
tions were offered.

Offline Analyses focuses on collecting real-world data and tasks for
the evaluation of the prediction models. This methodology offers greater
realism as the data represents the user’s real-world computer usage. In
Publications III, IV, V (to address RQ3), the aim was to collect the sets of
data from which task context can be determined and to study the impact
of different contextual signals on prediction accuracy. We employed two
novel data collection approaches: 1) screen monitoring and 2) recording of
spoken conversations. The data sets consist of 24/7 behavioral recordings
(Data 2) and speech-to-text information of the conversations (Data 3). The
resulting Data 2 collected from 13 participants in the second data collection
experiment was considered. To collect spoken conversational information,
we conducted the third data collection experiment in which 24 participants
were recruited. The participants were formed into pairs, and they were
asked to engage in an informal discussion with other peers about movies
and travel destinations that they would want to watch or to go next while
their spoken conversations were being recorded. The participants could use
their laptops to search for information to support the conversations, and
their search records were also collected for the analysis. The data set that
resulted in the third data collection experiment contained spoken conver-
sational information and all computer interaction data that were recorded
during the conversation (Data 3). Both data sets (Data 2 and Data 3) were
then used in the offline prediction studies. An offline evaluation method
has the advantage that the impact of different data input in the model can
be evaluated more easily. It provides the possibility to reproduce results
with small changes in the model and provides control over the variables
that we would study in the experiments. To understand whether two types
of novel contextual information are useful for improving recommendation,
a non-context-dependent recommendation system was used as a control
condition. We manipulated the context source leveraged to construct the
prediction model for experimental conditions: an experimental condition
with the model utilizing search history, an experimental condition with the
model utilizing 24/7 behavioral recordings, an experimental condition with
the model utilizing spoken conversational information, and an experimental
condition with the model considering temporal information.
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1.3 The Structure of the Thesis

Continuing the groundwork and motivation in the introductory chapter,
Chapter 2 provides a theoretical background for the present work. It gives
an overview of the related research on the use of context to improve rec-
ommendation systems and the effects of different types of data input. The
second chapter also reviews state-of-the-art task modeling approaches and
evaluation practices for context-aware recommendation systems that have
been considered in prior work. Chapter 3 describes our unique datasets,
the setup of the data collection experiments, and the methodology used. In
Chapter 4, we present an approach to study the user’s information search-
ing context and behavior in naturalistic environments. We identified which
aspects of search context should be considered when implementing the rec-
ommendation system; what contextual factors (application context, key-
words seen by the user prior to search) influence the user’s search behavior,
and how particular aspects of the task (individual intention, task goal, and
substance of the tasks) are related to the contextual factors. In Chapter
5, we demonstrate our task modeling approach and the recommendation
application. The heart of the thesis is Chapters 6-8, in which we investi-
gate the effects of different kinds of contextual signals on recommendation
quality. In Chapter 6, we investigate the effect of temporal information on
recommendation quality. In Chapter 7, we investigate the effect of 24/7
behavioral recordings on recommendation quality. In Chapter 8, we inves-
tigate the effect of spoken conversational input on recommendation quality.
In Chapter 9, we provide an evaluation for the context-aware recommen-
dation. In Chapter 10, we then discuss the contributions of findings on the
use of novel contextual information in recommendation systems from our
empirical studies, provide a summary and discussion of the implications
of our work, and highlight future directions for research into information
personalization and recommendation.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we provide some background to position our work. In
particular, we discuss earlier research that focused on using the tasks as
search context and how contextual information was leveraged for document
ranking and recommendation. Then, we review previous work on task
modeling and the roles of different contextual sources in recommendation,
highlighting our contributions with respect to prior work.

2.1 Task as Search Context

A user’s task is often analyzed as an important context that invokes a user’s
information needs and influences searching behavior [42, 53]. For example,
while the user is writing or reading a document, he/she may need to use
related information to make sense of the information is being read or sup-
porting the writing process [53, 65]. Because the available information or
the user knowledge at that time is inadequate for her to complete a task
[7], it prompts her to interrupt the task, look for additional information,
or triggers information needs. Information retrieval is based on informa-
tion needs and is operationalized by search task actions such as queries
or following links [53]. It has been generally agreed that search tasks are
part of broader user activity that can be referred to as a primary task or a
broader work task [17]. Understanding the user’s work task and capturing
its context can help predict user needs; consequently, it can help improve
system functionalities assisting information recommendation.

Kelly and Belkin [50] conducted a longitudinal study to elicit task con-
text while the users were doing a web search. Participants were asked to
think about their online information-seeking activities in terms of tasks
and create personal labels for each task by classifying documents that they

9
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viewed according to those tasks. Researchers then used this information to
develop various implicit feedback models for each task grouping, and the
models were used to predict the user’s search intent and improve retrieval
effectiveness by query expansion [90]. They found that the use of task con-
text can help improve the ranking of Web documents. However, their study
rather focused on investigating the effect of using task information in Web
search ranking but did not apply the learning model to real-time online
situations. In addition, their approach also required the labeled data for
making query predictions, and this may be a burden on the user in practice.
In contrast, we infer task context automatically and generate training data
from observed user behavior for learning functions.

A more recent work did not rely on labeled data but utilized an un-
supervised approach that could extract task context from search logs [31].
Their approach was first identifying multiple searches that shared the same
information need. This sequence of queries was considered as a task con-
text. Then, they used the task context to generate query recommenda-
tions. While we do not only consider search logs but also other interaction
logs, our objective is to come up with a broader characterization of tasks
that covers more extensive sources and aspects including task information
that can be sourced from varying applications such as, local files, email,
communication platforms, as well as spoken conversations. Additionally,
we characterize the opportunities for recommendation systems to provide
more comprehensive task support to their users, such as recommending user
entities that are interesting and useful for the task the user is performing.

Research in characterizing tasks does not only focus on tasks carried out
by an individual but also tasks performed by teams [92]. The study found
that knowledge workers often engaged in activities with team members or
groups of people. Consequently, the information they encountered, used,
and later re-find and search can be intertwined with different parts of team
activity. Recently, the influence of social context [68] has been used to
analyze information behavior. They found that searches could be socially
motivated and prompted by conversation. However, these studies do not
focus on the support of recommendation systems that can help the workers
complete their tasks.

2.2 Task-centric Information Management

Another relevant area within the context of this thesis is research in per-
sonal information management [35]. Researchers have been investigating
how an explicit representation of information related to a task can help
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improve a user’s productivity at work. In an exploratory study, Dragunov
et al. [26] demonstrated how the data transformed from user interaction
with information objects (e.g., files, emails, documents, contacts, etc.) into
a task template that can support the users doing their work. This template
could be used to determine the task, aggregating information and associat-
ing relevant resources to the task. Here, information resources are usually
documents and tools that support the users’ daily tasks. Some information
management systems allowed users to organize application windows in dif-
ferent folders associated with different tasks [70]. The users were able to
bring up a task-specific folder showing relevant information while the task
was being performed.

Related to our research is Brdiczka et al.’s [14] work, tasks were charac-
terized by temporal relationships amongst the user actions (e.g., application
switches, window switches). Users were first asked to label the tasks, asso-
ciating each task with a set of documents and applications. The model was
trained using the labeled data and outputted a task representation that is
based on a distribution of temporal patterns of window switches charac-
terizing the user’s routine. The trained models and found patterns were
then used to recognize the task from the unseen sequences. However, they
did not focus on predicting the task context or considering more extensive
sources of contextual information, but the model was trained on pre-defined
interaction data such as interaction history on specific applications.

Bellotti et al. [8] focused on organizing task-centric workspaces in an
email application. Filters were applied to threads of messages, files, links,
and drafts that can represent the tasks. Users were able to view their
tasks from the system, get notifications of upcoming deadlines regarding
the task, or contact relevant people without sifting through thousands of
emails. Their models considered emails as a context source to determine
the user task; however, other important information that can be found
from other non-email applications may not be recorded. For example, files,
textual documents, and Web pages used for the task and related to the
emails were not included in the model.

To be of assistance to a user, a personal information management sys-
tem should understand what the user is currently doing by monitoring in-
formation behavior on a variety of applications. Kaptelinin [47] addressed
this issue by collecting more information about users’ tasks and activities by
monitoring all running applications and the entire file system. The problem
with this approach is huge amounts of data may create overhead and may
not be needed and maybe even challenging to draw inferences from. Our
research completes the picture by investigating the effect of varying contex-
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tual signals sourced from different applications and spoken conversations.
We also combined contextual signals from all the sources and revealed in-
sights about how they, either separate or combined information, have an
impact on the performance of the prediction model.

2.3 Context-Aware Recommendation

Research in using task context is not only limited to the support of infor-
mation management, but it is also found useful in recommendation systems
[41, 78, 83]. For instance, Rhodes and Maes [69] demonstrated the benefit
of considering context for proactive information recommendation. In their
work, the context was determined from the document that a person is writ-
ing, and this information was used as a query to the search system. The
recommendation system is proactive in the sense that the querying took
place in the background, and search results are automatically presented to
the user. A limitation to this approach is that the contextual information
derived from other application sources, such as news that is being read,
an e-mail message being composed, a person, and spoken conversational
information related to the writing document, are all ignored. In addition,
the historical behavior of users such as long-term Web browsing history has
proven to benefit recommendation were also not considered [89].

The use of contextual information has been extensively studied [31, 51,
83] and numerous approaches have been proposed. The main technique
has been to construct the context models from observed past user behav-
iors that are often sourced from search history, e.g., query logs [28, 32, 37]
or Web browsing logs [5, 38, 46]. The context model was then used to
redefine the list of initial generated recommendations, e.g., reranked query
suggestions or automatically generated search results. For instance, Eick-
hoff et al. [28] considered search engine result pages of the prior query as
context; the signal value was the set of terms that the user paid attention to
on the pages. Then, the candidate terms for query expansion were reranked
according to the semantic correlation to those contextual terms. However,
Web searches are often conducted as part of a more general task [58], and
therefore considering search history as the only source of context may be a
factor limiting the effectiveness of recommendation. Another approach is
to take all the desktop data (documents stored on the computer) as context
[20]. The authors first identified the set of terms that were closely related
to the current query as candidates. Then, they restricted the query sugges-
tions to only those semantically related to terms appearing in the desktop
data. More recent research has also utilized data from other sources that
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involve a richer context. Singh et al. [79] logged user behavioral signals,
including clicks and page visits, on a real-world e-commerce site to predict
user query intent. Li et al. [57] considered user context based on recently
read emails. Tan et al. [80] collected recently opened documents as context
for recommendations. However, prior work focused on access to partial
data, which is only obtainable through predefined applications or services.
Consequently, this would limit the advantages of using a recommendation
system. While our work focuses on modeling the task context comprehen-
sively by considering more extensive sources from various applications and
spoken conversations, we also consider temporal associations of the user’s
past interactions and provide them with information relevant to the task
at hand.

2.4 Social Context in Web Search

With the growing recognition that information interactions evolve from the
users’ social contexts, the information retrieval community has led to an in-
creased awareness of how social elements influence the information search
process [3, 22, 74]. However, research in capturing and using contextual
information from the social aspect of the task (e.g., spoken conversational
context) has received little attention. For example, Church et al. [22] con-
ducted an exploratory study to understand how the presence of others
influences user searches. They asked participants to carry out a task in
collaborative settings (e.g., two participants engaged in a discussion and
looked for a restaurant where they would like to eat lunch). They found
that the users actually took into account others’ opinions while searching,
e.g., using named entity of restaurant or place to conduct the search or even
sharing search results. However, the study did not focus on task context
or recommendation of automatically generated search results but explored
how people collaborate while conducting the mobile search.

Further, prior research found that searches may be socially motivated
and prompted by conversations [23, 66]. McMillan et al. [62] suggested
that a continuous speech stream could be considered as context and that
could be used to identify users’ following actions such as searches. Similar
to prior work, we also consider the use of spoken conversational context;
however, instead of using the context for Web searches, we use it to improve
the ranking of entity recommendation. That is, we do not rely on explicit
queries prompted by the user but use the conversational context to predict
the entities (applications, documents, contacts, and keywords) that the
users would use in the future.
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Andolina et al. [4] conducted a study to investigate how information
from spoken conversational context could be used for recommendation.
Participants were asked to engage in the task of planning for a travel trip
or the next movie to watch. The recommendation system proactively per-
formed the search in the background given the user’s spoken words; search
results were automatically generated and presented to the users in real-time
to support the conversations. They found that the contextual information
such as location and person entities being referred to in the conversation
was useful information and could be used as implicit queries for proactive
information retrieval. However, their approach did not predict the user
task context but only focused on studying how the recommendation sys-
tem effectively supports the conversation.

2.5 Summary

This section summarizes the literature review with the concluding remarks.
From the literature, it could be concluded that:

• The primary approach to context-aware recommendation has been
to determine context from observed past user behaviors, which are
often sourced from the search engine interaction logs [28, 32, 37] or
Web browsing data [5, 38, 46]. However, search history considered
in isolation often offers limited contextual information, while task
context that considers user activities on various applications could
provide richer information about the user’s information need.

• There is research that utilizes data from other sources that involve
richer context, such as behavioral user signals in the Web (clicks and
page visits [79]) or email conversations [57]). However, there has been
little related work in considering spoken conversational context for a
recommendation.

• Other research works have attempted to exploit contextual informa-
tion from more application sources [9, 89]. Different sources of con-
textual information have been used to support file navigation, such
as file recommendation [15, 33] and general web browsing [64] such as
Web page suggestion and document recommendation. However, little
is known about the value of each contextual source for this purpose.

To fill this research gap, in this thesis, we (i) explore the use of task
context information derived from two novel sources: spoken conversations
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and 24/7 behavioral recordings (digital activities on a variety of applica-
tions); (ii) examine the effect of several aspects of the data (temporal,
topical, social) on recommendation quality; and (iii) compare the utility
of different sources of contextual information (queries, search history, Web
browsing history, non-search interaction history, and spoken conversations)
for building prediction models. Our goal is to facilitate information access
through an entity prediction and recommendation system. We present a
recommendation system that automatically offers entities as the user works
on the task. In addition, we also (iv) investigate the effectiveness and use-
fulness of recommended entities in everyday digital tasks by a study using
users’ real-life data and tasks.
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Chapter 3

Data Collection Experiments

We used three datasets collected from 47 knowledge workers who volun-
tarily took part in a series of user studies. Participants were recruited
from university and industrial settings with varying professions: univer-
sity students, computer scientists, engineers, entrepreneurs, and accoun-
tants. The participants were recruited via a posting that was distributed
to mailing lists. A questionnaire was attached to the recruiting message
to collect background information on potential candidates. Upon agreeing
to participate in the experiments, the participants were informed of our
privacy guidelines and data protection. Our studies and research plan were
reviewed and accepted by the ethical review board of the University of
Helsinki in Finland.

3.1 Data 1

The first dataset contained 14-day 24/7 behavioral recordings of 10 partici-
pants (5 females, 5 males). It consists of 1) screen captures, digital activity
logs, and 2) task diaries. We used screen monitoring and digital activity
monitoring systems to collect screen captures and Operating System (OS)
logs from participants’ laptops. The participants were asked to keep a di-
ary reporting their tasks every day. For each task, the participants would
need to write a short description, applications used for the task, several
keywords describing the task, and people involved in the task.

3.1.1 Screen Monitoring and Digital Activity Monitoring
Systems

The system automatically records user-computer system interaction. The
system has two main modules: Screen Monitoring (SM) and Operating
System (OS) Logging.

17
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The SM module records the user screen and continuously takes screen-
shots of the active window at 2-second intervals or screen frames that indi-
cate information changes on the screen. Screen frames were then converted
into text using Optical Character Recognition (OCR). The SM module was
developed in Mac OSX and MS Windows OS. We used Accessibility API,
a native OS library, to implement both versions. The libraries in both
versions performed identical functions, saving a screen frame as an image.
To extract the textual content of the screen frames, we used Tesseract 4.0,
which was a very accurate OCR.

The OS Logging module logged information that is associated with the
screen frames, including the titles of active windows, the names of active
applications, the Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) of Web pages if active
applications are Web browsers or file path if active windows are local files
and documents, and the timestamps indicating when the windows became
active.

Given OS logs, we merged screen frames that belonged to a single in-
formation object. An information object describes the user’s access to an
information resource on the computer, such as a textual document, an
email, a folder, a file, an instant message, a Web page, and an application
window with a unique title. We focused on the content of the information
object that the users read/produced by extracting only information change
on the screen. For this process, we utilized a frame difference technique in
which the two temporally adjacent screen frames (of a single information
object) were compared, and the differences in pixel values were determined.
That is, terms that appeared in the same pixels in the two adjacent screen
frames were excluded from the information object.

3.1.2 Behavioral Recordings and Diaries

We installed screen monitoring and digital activity monitoring systems on
participants’ laptops and set them to run continuously for 14 days. After
the installation, the participants were each asked to keep a diary of their
daily tasks. For the convenience of writing a diary, we provided the par-
ticipants with a diary template including three fields: a brief statement
describing the task, specific keywords related to the task, and the names of
the available people involved in the task. The participants used pen and
paper to write in the diaries, and they could write the diaries whenever they
felt comfortable throughout the day. We intentionally advised the partici-
pants to focus on writing a broader task consisting of several activities. We
encouraged the participants to use their conceptual understanding of what
activities could make for a meaningful broader task.
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3.2 Data 2

The second dataset was collected from 13 participants (5 males, 8 females).
The data collection experiment followed the same procedure as the first
data collection experiment (Data 1). We installed a screen monitoring and
digital activity monitoring system on the participants’ laptops and set it
to run continuously in the background for 14 days. The participants were
also asked to keep a diary reporting their everyday tasks.

3.3 Data 3

This dataset was collected from 12 participant pairs (14 females, 10 males).
A controlled task-based information-seeking experiment was conducted.
Participants (in pair) had conversations about movies or travel lists and
supported that conversation by performing Web searches. The data in-
cludes (1) Automatic speech-to-text transcripts and ideal speech-to-text
transcripts produced by a professional text-to-speech transcribing service,
(2) The queries that the participants inputted into the search interfaces,
and (3) The Web pages were visited during their conversations.

3.3.1 Task

The participants were asked to converse with the other participant in the
group on two topics: a list of movies that they planned to watch or a list of
places that they wanted to visit. Each group was assigned a single task in a
counterbalanced order. The designed work task was not meant to generate
a specific outcome, but rather, it was intended to facilitate the discussion
in the conversations. More specifically, we asked the participants to share
their own experience regarding the movies they were impressed with, places
they found attractive, and to get inspiration from the other participant.

3.3.2 Apparatus

In the experiment, participant pairs sit directly opposite each other across
the table (Figure 3.1). Each participant could use a Macbook Pro 15”
laptop connected to a Samson Meteor microphone to perform searches
whenever they feel like doing so. The laptop screen was recorded using
Screencast-O-Matic software, recording the participant’s face with the we-
bcam. Each experimental session was video-recorded using a Panasonic
camcorder.
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup. The participant pairs sat opposite one an-
other across a table. The participants could use laptops to perform searches
and web browsing in front of them. High-quality microphones were also
placed before the participants and continuously recorded the conversations.

3.3.3 Procedure

First, the researcher in charge began each session by welcoming the partici-
pants and introducing the overall procedure of the experiment. Participants
signed informed consent forms upon joining the experiment. Then, the re-
searcher described the tasks and left the room in order for the participants
to talk about the topic freely. The researcher in charge followed the exper-
iment through a video connection and could be reached if the participants
needed help. The participants were not forced to perform a Web search, but
they were allowed to do so if they needed additional information to support
the conversation. The only service was available on the laptop was our Web
search interface. This Web search interface was customized to record all
queries and Web page visits. We used Google Custom Search to implement
the Web search interface, and we also disabled the personalization of the
Web search outcome.

3.3.4 Transcript and Web Search Logging

We used two transcription methods: automatic and ideal. The automatic
transcription was conducted using an automatic speech recognition service.
The ideal transcription was manually conducted by a professional transcrip-
tion service. Figure 3.2 illustrates a snippet of a conversation in which the
two transcription methods transcribed speakers’ utterances. Web-search
logs were also collected and temporally associated with the conversations.
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Figure 3.2: Examples of automatic and ideal transcriptions.

An automatic speech-to-text transcription system continuously tran-
scribes the user’s recorded speech. Speech recognition was performed using
Google’s Web Speech API 1. The API took each audio recording as voice
input and outputted an associated sentence transcript. Speech recognizer
only transcribed speech whenever there was a voice activity. As soon as
the voice transcript became available, it was saved as a text unit with a
timestamp of when the speech was recorded, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
This procedure ensured that the speech recognizer had access to only the
conversations that occurred before the search happened and could not use
post-search conversation when creating the transcripts.

Ideal Transcription

Besides automatically processed transcripts, the output of the data-collection
experiment also contained high-quality video recordings. We obtained ideal
transcriptions through manual annotation of the video recordings. A profes-
sional transcription company was hired to transcribe the video recordings.
Speakers’ turns were identified, and each turn was associated with an end
timestamp, as shown in Figure 3.2. The end timestamps were obtained
whenever the speaker changed. Furthermore, we manually checked and

1https://www.google.com/intl/en/chrome/demos/speech.html
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verified the correctness of the individual timestamps. Two coders manu-
ally transcribed the recordings and agreed on 100% of the transcribed texts
except for the use of plurals and prepositions, which were challenging to
identify. However, these did not affect the results because the text was also
pre-processed by stemming and stop-words removal.

Web Search History

The effectiveness of using users’ search history to contextualize recommen-
dations was also investigated. The search history consists of queries sub-
mitted and Web pages browsed in the same session prior to searching. To
extract the text from HTML responses, we used the content and comment
extractors2 of the Dragnet [63].

3.4 Ethical Considerations

We are fully aware of privacy implications when using speech data and
24/7 behavioral recording data in the studies. We have taken an active
step toward data privacy and security. All the data were encrypted and
stored in a secured server in a locked room with a key. The data was only
used for research purposes and deleted after the research completes.

Participation in the studies has been voluntary, and the users were
informed about the data collection and management procedures. The data
collection was also subject to the IRB process of the University of Helsinki.
Participants also gave their consent upon joining the studies.

2https://github.com/dragnet-org/dragnet



Chapter 4

Interdependencies between Tasks,
Search Behavior, and Contextual
Entities

The research described in this chapter aims at answering the first RQ: Are
there interdependencies between user tasks, search behavior, and
contextual entities?. To inform the implementation of the task context
model and the design of the recommendation system, Publication I [87]
reports the analysis on the user’s information retrieval in real life in con-
nection to the work tasks. We focused on knowledge workers since their
activities frequently require digital support. In the study, work tasks are
categorized by various factors, and they form the context in which infor-
mation retrieval was performed. Task factors are individual intentions (for
example, being creative or checking facts), task goals (for example, com-
municating with someone or as a part of an intellectual work task), and
substances (for example, free-time or programming). The dependent vari-
ables representing user behavioral factors are 1) application context (what
are the application types that form the cross-system interactions before
searching); and 2) content-triggers (how often the searches are dependent
on the content that users have already seen on their computer). These
are also the contextual entities we studied in the analysis. The study is
exploratory, and the main data (Data 1) consists of screen captures, digital
activity logs, and diaries describing the tasks.

This study aims to capture the user’s information retrieval in real-life
work tasks using the screen monitoring and digital activity monitoring
method and subjective report of the user tasks. This investigation is im-
portant to understand how information retrieval is performed and what
contextual factors affect it. Otherwise, the development of the user model
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and design of user tests would be based on assumptions that may or may
not add to the actual usefulness of recommendation systems.

Publication I [87], therefore, presents an analysis of the key charac-
teristics of the tasks, primarily focusing on the two aspects: 1) What are
the application types that the users are using before searching? 2) How
often does the content that users have seen before searching trigger their
searches? Tasks described by the users are real-life; therefore, we applied
thematic and quantitative analysis to provide insight and understanding
into the everyday tasks that people performed. The comprehensive classi-
fication of tasks into factors is also reported in Publication I [87].

Results of the study showed that there were dependencies between the
measured behavioral factors and the task factors. The applications used
and the content seen before searches are important contextual signals that
should be considered in generating recommendations. Therefore, the results
of the study answer RQ1, and the takeaway message could be concluded
as:

Finding 1 Searches are strongly influenced by the user’s task context.
Contextual entities such as various types of applications be-
ing used and specific types of content that had appeared on
the screen could trigger the user’s information needs.

4.1 Task Classification using a Thematic Analysis
approach

We followed the thematic analysis approach [13] to analyze qualitative data
(user-free texts describing the tasks in the diary), which was agreed upon
by three researchers in our group. This approach has often been seen as
a fundamental technique for analyzing qualitative data. We adopted a
six-step process that was previously outlined in [24]: 1) familiarizing with
the data, 2) generating initial codes, 3) searching for themes, 4) reviewing
themes, 5) defining and naming themes, and 6) producing the report.

The first author completed the first pass of Steps 1-2. For Step 2,
we carried out an extensive literature review of task classification and a
common coding scheme. We found tasks have been categorized based on the
following common factors: task goals, individual intentions, and substance
domain.

Task Goals: Goal-driven task categorization has been extensively stud-
ied and used in many early works [19, 40, 58, 71, 72, 91]. Researchers con-
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sidered the output target of the task in the categorization scheme. The
previous work has also proposed data-driven categorizations that do not
include any domain-specific task types and hence are broadly applicable
to other domains as well [72]. The categorization is task goal-driven and
particularly suited for studying real-life search tasks. It aims to derive cat-
egories by seeking an answer to the question: ”What goals are the users
trying to achieve in the task?”. Examples of goals are whether the user
is trying to communicate information or learning or achieving intellectual
targets.

Individual Intentions: The user’s intention behind the tasks that in-
fluence the search process has been considered as a factor and studied in
many research works [55, 59, 76]. People searching for information related
to their hobbies or work can be driven by different individual intentions
even though they would aim for a similar goal. We followed the abstract
concept of the everyday life information seeking model [76]. The individual
intentions factor refers to preferences given to a task based on the indi-
viduals’ choices in everyday life, thereby answering the following question:
”What individual intentions are the tasks serving?”. The individual in-
tention classification divides things into diverse groups according to their
value to the searcher.

Substances: is a third often-used source for categorization, which an-
swers the following question: ”What is the main domain that defines the
task?”. This factor has been particularly used in modeling information
seeking for one specific professional group in one study, for example, nurses
[45], vault inspectors [82], clergy [25], or researchers [56], and city admin-
istration [73]. For instance, all business-related tasks belong to the same
substance domain of business regardless of their goal or intention. Task cat-
egories regarding the substance factor are mutually exclusive, which means
that every task must belong to only one substance category. However, in
actuality, a task may have the features of several substance categories. For
example, a studying and researching task may be related to programming
work. In these cases, the category was separated, and we selected the cat-
egory that was more emphasized by the participant’s task description. For
example, in the case of programming tasks, all programming tasks were
separated under a new category.

In Step 3, for each task factor (task goals, individual intentions, and
substance domain), the first author formed an initial list of detailed low-
level categories for the tasks and a set of candidate themes. Steps 4 and
5 were iterated among the three authors. Then two authors independently
categorized the whole set of tasks. Cohen’s Kappa test indicated high
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Figure 4.1: The granularity of a diary task that contains naturalistic search tasks
and associated search epochs. 1) A user’s digital activities include several diary
tasks. 2) A search task is composed of three search epochs. 3) An overview of
a search epoch. In pre-search context, a user engaged in a search task involving
verification of factual information regarding human resource policies to reply to
an email from a new employee. A query frame is the screen frame containing the
user’s issued query. In post-search context, a user used the retrieved information
to respond to the email.

agreement between the coders. All categories were developed only from
the task description participants wrote in the diary. The naming of the
themes for the categories was done post-hoc.

4.2 Search Tasks Extraction

A search task includes a query or several queries. It has a uniform mo-
tivation or an information need that evolves seamlessly in the workflow
of a diary task as a motivation for conducting immediate search activi-
ties. Figure 4.1 demonstrates how a search task was formed. To effectively
identify search tasks, we decomposed a search task into one or several
search epochs. Each search epoch contained a user-submitted query to the
search engine and the associated pre-search and post-search context. To
determine whether multiple continuous search epochs belonged to the same
search task, we used the corresponding task in the diary as the context for
understanding whether several search epochs shared the same search goal
and belonged to the same broader diary task.

A broad spectrum of search tasks was extracted in the experiment. For
instance, we extracted local file search activities using OS-specific applica-
tions, such as Finder, Spotlight, and Explorer. We also recorded searches
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using map interfaces, such as Google Maps, with typed queries, drags,
clicks, and searches in email clients and custom searches on websites.

4.2.1 A Search Epoch

The preliminary step of our analysis was to detect search epochs from the
digital activity logs. Figure 4.1 (Part 3) illustrates a search epoch from a
participant’s digital activity logs. A search epoch comprises three parts:
a query, pre-search context, and post-search context, which are described
below:

• A query is a SERP that was logged in response to a query issued by a
searcher. The regular expressions in Appendix1 were applied to find
all candidate queries in the participants’ digital activity logs.

• Pre-search context is a temporal sequence of information objects recor-
ded at two-minute intervals prior to the query frame. In the case of
missing information objects due to the computer being idle within the
pre-search context, we extracted one information object temporally
preceding the query frame.

• Post-search context is a temporal sequence of information objects
recorded at two-minute intervals subsequent to the query. Similarly,
when there are no existing information objects in the post-search
context, one temporally successive information object from the query
is extracted.

4.2.2 A Search Task

Based on determining search epochs from the digital activity logs in the
previous step, we formed a search task consisting of a set of search epochs.
Figure 4.1 (Part 2) illustrates how a search task is formed. Search epochs
can, but do not have to, follow each other temporally. In other words, a
search task can be one isolated search epoch when the pre-search context
and post-search context do not overlap with subsequent search epochs. In
another case, several continuous search epochs sharing the same informa-
tion need are combined as a search task.

1https://tinyurl.com/ybcyasd4
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4.3 Task Categories

Given the diary task identifiers, each search task and its search epochs
were mapped to the diary task; and diary tasks were classified to the task
categories according to the methods described in Section 4.1 to obtain the
following categories. The task factors and their categories are presented in
Table 4.1.

Four categories were formed under the Individual Intentions factor: 1)
Tasks with the intention of Being Creative shared the two dominant fea-
tures, which were writing/composing documents. 2) Tasks with the inten-
tion to Enjoy Oneself shared two common features, which included social
media activity and video streaming/music listening. 3) In Gain Knowledge,
the tasks were described with the two features of learning and research-
related activity. 4) The rest of the tasks fall into the Daily Activity category.
These tasks represent a variety of routine activities, such as continuously
making travel plans/accommodation arrangements, online shopping/daily
e-commerce, following up-to-date news, and managing personal informa-
tion.

The Task Goal categorization adopts the earlier categorization [72] and
is based on the following generic features: 1) Tasks with a Communica-
tion goal have the main feature of communicating with other people as the
precondition for success within the task. These can include going through
email conversations, replying to the messages, or taking part in a live video
call. 2) Maintaining/advancing category has the feature of whether the
task is at the core of the Substance of the work or, instead, that supports
the main function. These are typically information searches for administra-
tive tasks or tasks where an expected larger output is approached gradually.
They were easily recognizable from the task descriptions with ”reviewing”,
”starting something new”, or ”continuously updating a document”. 3)
Seeking or receiving information are tasks that aim to acquire a specific
piece of information by actively seeking it or passively receiving it. The
diary entries corresponding to this goal often began with ”finding some-
thing”, ”looking something up”, or ”watching something”. 4) Tasks with
Intellectual goal has the feature of demanding a degree of intellectual effort.

Categories in Substance task factor reflects the domain substance of
tasks in the data. These include five general categories: 1) Free-time;
2) Business or industrial job-related tasks, these excluded tasks in the
academy; 3) Programming tasks’ scope can be the whole process of soft-
ware development, not just coding or scripting; 4) Social life tasks mostly
involved social media activity; and 5) Studying and researching tasks can
be academic or industrial research and development tasks.
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Task Factor Task Category Examples

Individual
intentions

Be creative Essay writing-marketing, promotion ...; Proac-
tive search simulation analysis.

Enjoy oneself Watching movies and TV shows; Browsing an
online forum for knitting and crochet.

Gain knowl-
edge

Reviewing discriminative representation learn-
ing; Foreign language studying with two teach-
ers.

Daily activi-
ties

Trying to find accommodation in a city; Fol-
lowing up latest news on BBC, CNN.

Task goals Communication Writing emails to a potential summer trainee;
Arranging a job interview at a company.

Maintaining
and advancing

Updating a to-do list for a project; Starting
ICT company papers.

Seeking or re-
ceiving infor-
mation

Finding scientific venues; Finding and listening
to music.

Intellectual Studying C++; Preparing a pitch deck for a
startup.

Substances Free-time Watching ”Lost” seasons; Listening to music
on a QuickTime player.

Business Generating business calculations; Writing an
article about a startup with the entrepreneur.

Programming Modifying a user interface; Extracting key-
words from software with KEA.

Social life Looking for friends on Facebook; Checking
Slack.

Studying and
researching

Reviewing MTAP paper Face super resolution
based on ... ; Reading LSTM RNN recurrent
neural network.

Table 4.1: Task factors, the corresponding task categories, and examples
are taken from the diaries.
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Application Cate-
gories

Description

Social Applications and websites where main function is to en-
able communication between people.

Search Engine General Web search engines form a category of their own.
Users re-visited the search engine application after some
time to perform new searches.

Support Applica-
tion

Applications or language support tools that support the
search task.

Transactional
Web

Websites that are typically used for manifold interactions
and that support interaction and even enable transac-
tions.

Static Web Static websites that are typically used for browsing and
that do not support or encourage much other interaction
or transactions.

Local Application Local applications that are installed on the participant’s
computer.

Other Web Rare websites are placed in this category.

Table 4.2: Application categories are data-driven. They are categorized
based on common function and type of use.

4.4 User Behavior Factors

We examine search behavior according to various aspects: 1) application
context refers to an application used prior to a search, and 2) content-trigger
refers to the content the user observed that triggers a search.

4.4.1 Application Context

We manually categorized applications into seven categories based on their
common functions, types, and fields of use. The application categories are
presented in Table 4.2. The Social category included applications where the
main function was to enable communication with other people (e.g., Skype,
Mail). General web search engines and information sources (e.g., Google,
Wikipedia) were categorized into the Search Engine category. Participants
used many dedicated tools to support their search tasks (e.g., various digi-
tal dictionaries), and these were categorized into the Support category. The
Transactional category typically featured websites used to support interac-
tion and even to enable transactions (e.g., online stores, journey planners).
Meanwhile, the Static category included static websites that did not sup-
port interaction or transactions (e.g., personal weblogs or online tutorials).
Locally installed applications were also grouped as the Local category, but
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this category excluded applications that were categorized into the categories
as mentioned earlier. For instance, the main function of instant messaging
applications was to interact with others socially; thus, we classified it to the
social category. Finally, any website that rarely occurred in the recorded
data was placed into the Other category.

4.4.2 Content-Trigger

This factor refers to the textual content that triggers the search process
based on the evidence obtained from the connection between the selec-
tion of query terms, and the content users have seen before the search.
Content-triggers were determined by comparing the query’s keywords with
the content the users had seen on the screen in the pre-search context. A
program was implemented to automatically extract whether any term in
the set of keywords that existed in the content of the information objects
in the pre-search context. Taking a search task in Figure 4.1 as an exam-
ple, the query ”anonymized HR person” was submitted to Mail’s search
interface. The phrase of this query originally appeared on the screen in
the pre-search context that triggered user search activity. Content-triggers
that were a combination of stopwords were discarded. We also noted that
several keywords featured a set of stopwords during the process but were
meaningful in the pre-search context. We further manually checked and
verified the correctness of individual content-trigger.

4.5 Measures

The following set of measures was defined to operationalize user behavioral
factors:

Application Context: The application context was measured as the
share of application category appearances directly before searching across
task categories. If no applications were used within 2 minutes before search-
ing, the application context was assigned to the ”search engine” application.

Content-Trigger: A binarized variable was used to characterize whether
a search epoch contained content that triggers the users to search. If the
query appeared in the pre-search context of the search epoch, we marked
the search epoch having content-triggers. We computed the percentage of
search epochs that have content-triggers across task categories.
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Task Factor Task Category Content-trigger p-value

Individual inten-
tion

Be creative 0.69 0.010

Enjoy oneself 0.60
Gain knowledge 0.55
Daily activities 0.60

Task goal Communication 0.56 0.206
Maintaining and advancing 0.67
Seek or receive information 0.59
Intellectual 0.61

Substance Free-time 0.63 0.001
Business 0.58
Programming 0.82
Social life 0.59
Studying and researching 0.57

Table 4.3: The results of content-trigger were measured as the percentage
of search epochs that have content-trigger with respect to task categories.
Bold values indicate significant difference among the tasks.

4.6 Results

A total of 688 naturalistic search tasks were identified in the screen moni-
toring and digital activity monitoring data. Participants reported 119 diary
tasks, and 69 diary tasks containing search epochs which were analyzed in
the study. In the following sections, we discuss the results for content-
trigger and application context.

4.6.1 Content-Trigger

Table 4.3 presents the percentage of search epochs having conten-triggers
in different task categories. The results indicated a statistically significant
difference in how often the search was triggered by content observed on
the screen when it came to individual intentions. While users were ”being
creative”, information need was mostly triggered by the content. On an-
other hand, ”gain knowledge” tasks are less frequently influenced by the
content-triggers.

The task goal was not dependent on the content-trigger, but the sub-
stance was dependent. The ”programming” tasks showed a significantly
high percentage of searches triggered by the content, while ”social life”
tasks had fewer searches triggered by the content seen on the screen.
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Figure 4.2: Results of application context with respect to task categories.
The number of application categories occurrences prior to searches is mea-
sured as percentages.

4.6.2 Application Context

Figure 4.2 shows the general results of the percentages of the seven ap-
plication categories. Overall, applications in social categories are by far
the most common applications used in the pre-search context. Individual
intentions and task goals were related to the application context, whereas
substances of the tasks were not significantly related.

For the individual intention factor, the ”be creative” category had the
highest percentage of using ”other” applications as a prior application con-
text. Typically, while being creative, users frequently moved from rarely, or
single-time used applications to the search engine. For the ”enjoy oneself”
category, most application context falls into the social application category.
Users in ”gain knowledge” tasks mostly used support applications before
searching. Finally, transactional applications were mostly the application
context before the search in ”daily activities”.

For task goals, interestingly, ”communication” tasks had the highest
percentage of the application context from social applications. For ”main-
taining and advancing” tasks, users often re-visited the SERP on search
engines and carried out a new search. The ”seeking and receiving infor-
mation” category had the highest percentage of moving from support ap-
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plications to search engines. ”Intellectual” tasks mostly began with local
applications (e.g., a PDF reader) and moved to a search.

4.7 Findings

Searching occurring in social application context was frequently induced by
social applications when the task intent was to ”enjoy oneself”. This finding
confirms that queries are often issued within social media services with the
leisure intent, such as finding celebrities appearing in streaming movies
or music videos, locating people with similar interests, and navigating to
friends’ pages to investigate social media activity. This result suggests that
users’ leisure information-seeking activity occurs inherently within social
media services or raises from social communication platforms.

Search behavior in tasks with an intellectual goal, such as analyzing,
researching, reviewing, and writing, was more often induced from utility ap-
plications, such as word processing applications, spreadsheet applications,
or programming platforms. Although not surprising, this suggests that
intellectual tasks are strongly associated with applications that support
knowledge work. A large portion of tasks with the intent of being creative
was found to have an intellectual goal. Consequently, search behavior in
creative and intellectual tasks was induced by the artifacts that the users
were producing and occurred in the context of utility applications. This
suggests that search activity is integrally associated with the users’ creative
processes.

The analysis reveals that the applications are forming the context of
users’ digital activity before information search can inform us about the
design of information access systems that could benefit from considering
task context to identify and even predict specific kinds of search support
that might benefit the user. Application sources can be linked to task
categories constitute a useful step in adapting information retrieval envi-
ronments. This can also be promising for customizing search by accounting
for the importance of applications used and information seen prior to the
search.



Chapter 5

Task Context Modeling

The research described in this chapter aims at answering RQ2: Can the
association amongst the entities be used to model the user’s task
context for the recommendation? In this chapter, we introduce the
implementation of the task context model. The 24/7 behavioral recordings
consisting of screen monitoring and digital activity data were fed into an
unsupervised machine-learning method to build a user model to detect the
tasks that the user was engaged with. In general, the model could generate
recommendations concerning the task context. In Publication II [86], we
set out to study: 1) How accurately can we detect user tasks from 24/7
behavioral recordings, 2) How accurately the resulting task model can be
used to detect real-time task and proactively suggest relevant entities.

The results show a task detection accuracy of more than 70% using the
rich data and the corresponding model-based document recommendation
with a Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain of 95%.

Finding 2 Topical relatedness amongst the entities is useful in modeling
and inferring the user’s task context.

5.1 Data Description

Here we used 24/7 behavioral recordings (Data 1) to train the model. The
data was collected from the continuous monitoring of the screen and digital
activities of 10 participants for 14 days. The data consists of a collection
of information objects (document, email, file, folder, etc.), each containing
a merged OCR-processed document and application-specific operating sys-
tem data. We treated the data as multi-aspects to train the model. These

35
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aspects can be contextualized by several entities such as applications, doc-
uments, people, and various keywords determining the task. To recognize
keywords and named entities in information objects, we utilized Watson
Natural Language Understanding API 1. To identify application names and
document information, we considered the user’s operating system data.

5.2 Modeling Technique

In this work, we use entities as the basic unit that represents the user’s task
context. Entities consist of applications, keywords, other named entities,
and non-entities terms that provide a richer source of information to learn
more expressive user models. Entities are stored in a vector representing
the document and the document vector as matrix X. Here, we consider
each information object as a document in the matrix. Therefore, each
document is represented as a bag of individual entities in which non-zero
elements are the entities present in the current information object.

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) was then run on the matrix X. It uses
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to encode the original matrix to a
low dimensional latent space:

X̂ = USV T, (5.1)

where X̂ is the low dimensional latent space of X. Then, we compute
rankings for the entities and the documents from the decomposition for task
context detection and entity recommendation, as explained in the following
sub-section.

5.2.1 Task Detection and Labeling

The LSA resulted in a lower-dimensional representation, but as an unsu-
pervised method, it is not directly interpretable. In order to allow inter-
pretability of the lower-dimensional representation to the users, we devel-
oped an approach to label the tasks, i.e., find keywords and named entities
that describe the dimensions in the lower-dimensional output space. Figure
5.1 presents an example of a detected task with visualized labels.

To select the keywords and named entities, we compute a ranking for
the terms by using the matrix product US, which represents the relation-
ship between terms and tasks. Five terms with the highest values in US
were selected as seed terms. However, these seed terms were very general
and not necessarily descriptive from the users’ perspective. Therefore, we

1https://www.ibm.com/cloud/watson-natural-language-understanding
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utilized Word2Vec to compute an embedding of keywords, named entities,
and terms. We then selected keywords and named entities that frequently
appeared in the task and were close to the highest-ranked seed terms in the
Word2Vec embedding space. By doing so, we ensured that the entities were
both related to the overall topic (close to the seed terms) and frequently
appeared relevant to the task.

5.2.2 Entity Recommendation

Task labeling indicates how accurately the model can detect the tasks and
make them interpretable. However, this does not indicate the model’s use-
fulness for retrieving information. Therefore, we built an entity recom-
mendation method that retrieves a ranked list of documents (or informa-
tion objects: emails, instant messages, Web pages, textual documents, files,
folders, etc.) and applications in response to a detected task. The rationale
was to be able to study whether the task model can be used to proactively
re-find documents and applications that could be valuable resources for the
user in the task context.

The vector space model of information retrieval with cosine similar-
ity ranking was used to retrieve and rank the documents represented in
the lower-dimensional space. The input was the recent context vector (re-
cent screen frames) and the lower-dimensional task vector. The model
then ranked documents using the data from the original higher-dimensional
space.

The documents were further grouped concerning the application from
which they were captured. For example, in Figure 5.1, the documents that
were opened using the same OBS video editing software were grouped under
the application name of that OBS software on the user interface. There-
fore, the document list on the user interface consists of two dimensions:
documents relevant to the task and applications used for the task-related
work.

5.3 Evaluation

The participants were called back to the laboratory to provide a ground-
truth assessment on the quality of the task models. The participants were
asked to compare the output of the methods to their diaries and assess the
relevance of tasks, keywords, named entities, and documents.
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Figure 5.1: A screenshot of the system interface. Top: is the task view
showing all detected tasks and the relevant terms (seed terms) for the tasks.
Each blue circle visualizes a single independent task. Bottom left : a view
of a detected task ”Video capture with Theta” for which the associating
circle was zoomed in. Inside the circle, a set of keywords and named entities
extracted from OCR-processed documents were used to describe the task.
Descriptive keywords and named entities could be video recording features,
software, and tools that were used for the task, and the person entities
who were involved in the task such as ”capture cache”, ”window capture”,
”inactive scene”, and ”Rename Global Source”. Bottom right : a recom-
mendation view that presents a list of documents in response to the task.
The recommended documents were from various applications such as text
documents, files, folders, emails, etc. For instance, under ”OBS” software,
video projects or new scene files created and used for the video-making task
were recommended; under ”Chrome” browser, the relevant tutorials helpful
information that the user looked up for the task were also suggested.
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5.3.1 Task Detection Experiment

This experiment aims to answer Question 1) How accurately can we detect
user tasks from 24/7 behavioral recordings.

Before starting the experiment, we trained the task model on the par-
ticipant’s screen monitoring data and digital activity data. The output of
the task model was visualized and presented on a user interface (see Figure
5.1). The participants were asked to compare the elements (task descrip-
tion - five seed terms, keywords, named entities, and documents) on the
interface to their diaries and rate each element accordingly. There were two
levels of assessment:

• Accuracy: The participants were asked to explicitly indicate either
(0) for a task in the diary if there were no matching tasks on the
interface, and for the keywords, named entities, and documents, those
that do not belong to the given task. Otherwise, above (0) indicates a
task that was formulated correctly on the interface; and for keywords,
named entities, and documents that belonged to a corresponding task.
This provided the ground truth that was used to evaluate the accuracy
of task detection and entity prediction.

• Relevance of the content of the task: We used the following scale
(1) slightly relevant; (2) moderately relevant; (3) highly relevant; and
(4) absolutely relevant. This was used to evaluate the relevance of
task-related recommendations.

Measures

To measure the quality of the produced task models, we used mean score
and detection accuracy. The score was computed simply as an average rat-
ing that the users gave for the task description. The accuracy was computed
as the binarized output: scores greater than (0) were marked accurate, and
scores of (0) were marked inaccurate.

To measure the quality of the recommendation, we used precision and
normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) at cut-off levels. Both are
commonly used metrics in information retrieval [44].

Task Detection Results

Overall, the mean scores and detection accuracy for the tasks displayed
to the participants were 2.754/4 (std=0.96) and 72.27%, respectively. For
which, according to our scale, this indicates relevant to highly relevant task
detection.
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Documents Keywords

NDCG 0.92 0.72
Precision@1 0.93 0.80
Precision@5 0.93 0.70
Precision@10 0.92 0.70
Precision@20 0.89

Table 5.1: The results of the document recommendation and keywords
retrieval as precision at N and NDCG.

During the experiment, we noticed that some tasks were assigned a high
score by the participants; however, they were not reported in the original
diary. This result indicates that the system had detected meaningful tasks
for the participants, although participants forgot to enter them in the di-
aries. This allowed us to compute the precision for task detection, which
was higher than the accuracy, for there were additional tasks were found
during the assessment and in the ground-truth pool. The precision was
76.85%.

Task Labeling Results

The ”keywords” column in Table 5.1 shows the results of the task label-
ing. The NDCG and Precision at 10 were computed for the keywords and
named entities that were retrieved for the task, as in general, more than
ten keywords and named entities would not be useful for the participants
to recognize a task, but rather cluttering. NDCG for the keywords was 0.72
and Precision for the first keyword was 0.8. This indicates that the quality
of retrieved keywords was relatively high and that in over 80% of the cases,
the participants could recognize the tasks with the first keyword.

Document Recommendation Results

The ”document” column in Table 5.1 shows the results of the quality of
recommended documents. The Precision and NDCG were computed for
the top-20 documents that were recommended to participants in the ex-
periment. NDCG for document recommendation was 0.92, and Precision
was stable at 0.9 for the list of the top-20 documents. This indicates that
most of the recommended documents were found to be highly relevant for
the task.
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5.3.2 Single-trial Task Detection and Recommendation Ex-
periment

The purpose of the single-trial experiment was to study the usefulness of
the resulting task model in real-time single-trial task detection and actual
recommendation scenarios. It aims to answer Question 2) How useful the
resulting task model can be used to detect real-time tasks and proactively
suggest relevant entities.

We examined whether the model could correctly classify unseen input
resulting from user interactions to a task in the task model and proactively
recommend related information.

Participants and Apparatus

The same participants were invited back to the laboratory one week af-
ter the task detection experiment to provide assessments on the quality of
recommendation in online interactive settings. Similar apparatus and rel-
evance assessment were applied for the proactive recommendation of task-
relevant information.

Procedure

To begin the single-trial task detection and recommendation experiment,
the participants were asked to select six tasks from their diaries. The partic-
ipants used a computer running the screen monitoring and digital activity
monitoring systems to perform activities related to the selected task one
at a time while receiving recommendations from the system. Participants
were explicitly advised to continue their tasks (i.e., to perform new activi-
ties dedicated to the chosen task). The new unseen screen monitoring data
and digital activity data were fed into the LSA model, which resulted in
the prediction of the participant’s task.

Figure 5.1 shows the visualization of the predicted task for the user.
When the system detected a task, it zoomed in to the circle representing
that task and proactively recommended the documents that could be used
for the task from the digital activity database.

For each task, the participants were interrupted every 30 seconds to
provide a relevance assessment on the task detection and recommendation.
More precisely, every 30 seconds (up to 120 seconds), we asked the partici-
pant to look at the system interface and assess the relevance of the detected
task on which the system zoomed in. We also asked the participants to as-
sess the keywords and documents if the task was detected correctly. After
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(a) Task detection accuracy over time (b) Document retrieval NDCG over time

(c) Labeling NDCG over time

Figure 5.2: Results of the single-trial task detection and recommendation.
The figures present measures: score and accuracy (y-axis) concerning the
elapsed task time: the attempts (x-axis).

4 attempts (120 seconds), if the task was not detected correctly, the par-
ticipant marked the task as failed, and the participant could continue with
the next task.

Measures

The main evaluation criterion was the quality score that the participants
provided. We also used NDCG and precision at N to measure the perfor-
mance of the information retrieval performance of documents and keywords.
All measures were computed at every interruption point (at 30, 60, 90, and
120 seconds).

Results

The overall result after all trials and attempts (mean over the tasks and
participants at 120 seconds) shows a task detection accuracy of 95%. More
precisely, 57 out of 60 tasks (6 tasks per participant, 10 participants) were
correctly detected.

Temporal graphs in Figure 5.2a presents the results at different inter-
ruption points. After the first attempt, the system was able to detect the
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Attempt 1 2 3 4

Score 3.31(0.61) 3.21 (0.67) 3.18 (0.79) 2.67 (0.98)
NDCG 0.94 0.79 0.89 0.98
P@1 1 0.78 0.9 1
P@10 0.95 0.82 0.87 0.92
P@20 0.93 0.89 0.87 0.83

Table 5.2: Document precision at 1, 10, and 20 in the single-trial task
detection and document recommendation experiment. Results are reported
with respect to attempts (task interruption at 30 seconds intervals).

user tasks with an accuracy of 37%, and after the second attempt (60 sec-
onds), the detection accuracy was 67%. This indicates that the model could
detect the majority of the tasks after one minute the user started to interact
with the computer. After the third attempt, 83% of tasks could be detected
correctly. The results indicate that the best task detection accuracy could
be achieved only after only two minutes of digital activity monitoring with
over 95%.

The temporal results also showed that the average scores that the users
assigned were high after the third attempt (3.18-3.31/4), but then the score
dropped after the fourth attempt due to the tasks becoming harder to
detect. This indicates an expected trade-off of a majority of the tasks
being easy to detect even in a single-trial setup, and a small portion of the
tasks being very difficult to detect.

The results in Figure 5.2b present the NDCG for top-20 documents
concerning the attempts. NDCG was found to be high throughout the
attempts, varying between 0.79 to 0.98, with a lower value at the second
attempt. It should be noted that both the quality score and the NDCG were
already high starting from the first interruption, indicating that when the
tasks were detected correctly, the document recommendation also worked
well with real-time monitoring input.

Table 5.2 shows a summary of the results for the document recom-
mendation. The results show that precision and NDCG for the top 20
recommended documents were consistently high throughout the attempts,
with NDCG over 0.9 at the first attempt (after 30 seconds of digital activ-
ity monitoring). We observed a slight drop at the second attempt. This
indicates that some documents were harder to retrieve and required more
evidence for the task model to converge to the correct task and the im-
proved document ranking. Similarly, Table 5.3 presents the results for task
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Attempt 1 2 3 4

Score 1.20(0.67) 1.91 (0.67) 1.66 (1.01) 1.63 (0.73)
NDCG 0.59 0.76 0.64 0.61
P@1 0.59 0.89 0.80 0.86
P@5 0.60 0.72 0.64 0.60
P@10 0.52 0.62 0.63 0.60

Table 5.3: Labeling precision at 1, 5, and 10 in the single-trial task detec-
tion and document recommendation experiment. Results are reported with
respect to attempts (task interruption at 30 seconds intervals).

labeling. The values are generally low for labeling, indicating that labeling
tasks remain challenging compared to recommending task-relevant docu-
ments.

5.4 Findings

This research aimed to investigate the modeling of digital tasks from 24/7
behavioral recordings for task-aware information recommendation. We ex-
plored the two sub-questions defined earlier in each of the two experiments.

How accurately can we detect user tasks from 24/7 behavioral recordings
using unsupervised learning? The task detection experiment showed that
it is possible to detect participants’ tasks by only monitoring their behaviors
inside the screens. The unsupervised learning method was utilized, and the
models were trained on 24/7 behavioral recording data with a task detection
accuracy of 72.27%.

How accurately the resulting task model can be used to detect real-time
tasks and proactively suggest relevant entities? The second experiment on
single-trial task detection showed that participants’ tasks could be detected
in real-time at 95% of accuracy from their unseen interactions. Most of
the tasks were detected after two attempts within one minute from the
beginning of the screen and digital activity monitoring.

Overall, the document recommendation was successful in both experi-
ments with a task detection accuracy of over 90%. In the first experiment,
the NDCG for document recommendation was 0.92, and precision was sta-
ble around 0.9 for the list of the top-20 documents. In the second ex-
periment, the NDCG of model-based document retrieval was also over 0.9
throughout the attempts. This indicates the high document recommen-
dation effectiveness with our model. In both experiments, however, the
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effectiveness of the task labeling was more challenging. The participants
seemed to be more satisfied with the recommended documents than with
the keywords and named entities.

To conclude, in this chapter, we presented the task modeling approach
by exploiting 24/7 behavioral recordings. We showed that it was possible
to detect tasks that the user performed by tracking the topical association
amongst the entities in the data. We conducted a task detection experiment
built an online system to proactively recommend real-time task-relevant
information corresponding to screen monitoring and digital monitoring in-
puts. The experimental results show that our method can detect these
tasks with high accuracy and recommend task-relevant information auto-
matically using the task model.
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Chapter 6

Effect of Temporal Information

In this chapter, we explore the use of temporal associations amongst the
entities to model the context to answer RQ3-1: Does the use of tempo-
ral information improve recommendation quality? To achieve this
goal, we tested the models in two conditions: a control condition with no
temporal information considered (static model) and an experimental condi-
tion where the model incorporates temporal information. The static model
was utilized with the assumption is that the next activity corresponds only
to the current activity. On the other hand, the model with temporal infor-
mation considers a sequence of a user’s past activities to predict the next
activity.

Publication III [67] reports a comprehensive description of our task
context model that considers temporal information and evaluation of en-
tity prediction. We evaluated our model by measuring the accuracy of
predicting the user’s task context and accuracy of predicting the entities
that would occur next, e.g., predicting the subsequent applications and
documents the user would open. This study is an offline analysis to eval-
uate our modeling approach; therefore, we only attempted to predict the
entities rather than present the users’ suggestions in real-time.

Results of the study showed that our model with temporal informa-
tion could predict the user’s task context with high accuracy. Temporal
based task context model performs better than the static model in terms
of prediction accuracy of document usage. Our proposed model, therefore,
satisfies desirable properties in user behavior modeling. This performance
improvement is enabled by modeling the time-varying properties of user
activities and their dependencies. This answers RQ3-1, and the finding can
be framed as:
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Finding 3 Temporal information is useful in improving recommenda-
tion quality. This suggests that the user behaviors are often
influenced by time and that tasks can be characterized by
temporal regularity and repetition of the user’s activities.

6.1 Modeling Technique

In this section, we describe a static model that does not take into account
the temporal dynamics in digital activities and a temporal-based model
that considers sequential patterns over a user’s interaction data.

6.1.1 Static Model

We have entities extracted from information objects. We considered a user
activity at each time step as a user state. At each time instant, the user
is providing input as an information object based on her state describes
the access of information resources on the computer (e.g., documents, files,
e-mails, chat messages. Therefore, a user state is defined as a vector com-
prised of all entities that represent a user’s context at that specific time.
Each user is modeled as a sequence of states. We treat each information
object, including extracted entities, as a document. Inspired by the bag of
words (BoW) model, each document is represented as a bag of individual
entities in which non-zero elements are the entities present in the current
screen frame. The logged context is stored in the matrix X ∈ R|E|×|S|

where |E| and |S| denote the sets’ size. We encode the user states into a
low dimensional latent space such that co-occurring entities in an informa-
tion object should have a similar representation.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was run on the matrixX and projects
each information object onto latent principal factor space. Each informa-
tion object is generated as a mixture of multiple distributions. The gener-
ative model can be described s follows:

1. Choose θ ∼ Dirichlet(α)

2. For each entity e in information object d

• Choose a topic vector z ∼ Multinomial(θ)

• Choose an entity e from the multinomial p(e|z, β)

Where θ, α, and β are topic proportions, Dirichlet parameter, and topic-
entity density, respectively.
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6.1.2 Temporal based Model

The topic representation of each document is aimed to compress what is in
the information object at each time frame, and we can also compress what
happens over time. Topic representation at each time step is considered
a state at that specific time. The second component of our model is to
implement sequence learning on the reduced size vector of a state. This
module is aimed to predict the next user state in the sequence, which is the
future topic vector that is expected to be produced by the user. We use
the Bidirectional Long-Short-Term-Memory (BiLSTM) [77] based sequence
learning system that helps model the user state. BiLSTM based recurrent
neural network has demonstrated state-of-the-art performance in various
kinds of tasks with sequential data such as machine translation, speech
recognition, time series prediction, etc. It is used to process the sequence of
input and predict the most likely future continuation of the sequence. This
capability of learning long-range dependencies makes BiLSTM networks
particularly attractive for user modeling.

Formally, given a topic vector zt representing the state at the time step
t, the corresponding hidden state ht can be derived using equations defining
the various gates. We assume that topic distribution in each information
object represents the state of the user. We build a sequence of states and
utilize the BiLSTM to show the time-series relations amongst the topic
vectors. Our intuition behind using the BiLSTM neural network is to use
all available information and effectively model the local dependencies be-
tween certain states of the user temporally. We divide a sequence of states
z1, z2, ..., zt into a fixed-sized sliding window of size W , and each sequence is
formed as {zt−W+1, ..., zt−1, zt}. Given the last W of user states in this win-
dow, the BiLSTM network learns to predict the next state of the user. The
loss MSE(ẑt+1, zt+1) is measured using mean-squared-error and is used to
train the model using back-propagation. The trained network is then used
to predict the future latent vector in the test data set. The output of the
network depends not only on the latest latent vector but also on a window
of previous latent vectors.

The LDA model provides the probability of entities at each topic. The
BiLSTM model predicts the probability of each topic at the next time step.
By knowing these probability values at time t, the probability of a given
entity et assuming N topics is computed by:

p(et) =
N∑

n=1

p(et|zt = n)p(zt = n). (6.1)

Top-k entities are generated by sorting entities in descending order. That
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is, entities in each type (applications, documents, persons, and keywords)
that are most consistent with the future state are retrieved.

6.2 Experimental Setup

In this section, we begin by describing the data used for modeling. This
data contains users’ real-world information behaviors useful in understand-
ing and modeling task context. Then, we discuss the measures used to
evaluate the predictive performance of the models.

6.2.1 Data Description

We conducted a data collection experiment in which we continuously mon-
itored digital activities for 14 days (Data 2). The screen monitoring and
digital activity monitoring systems were installed on 13 participants’ lap-
tops to collect the documents they opened, applications they used, and
other people they talked to (on instant messaging applications and email).

The data was first pre-processed. All the application/document usage
records were extracted, including application window, active application,
email sender/recipient, the person in instant messaging applications (e.g.,
Skype and Whatsapp). Application window refers to the current opening
file using a specific application (e.g., EXCEL.EXE) and the current win-
dow title (e.g., ConsoleWindow or MessageBox or InternetExplorerPanel1).
Note that a user typically has several windows per application. Active in-
formation object refers to the document/file/email/message that the user
is currently working on. Email senders and recipients are determined in an
email. Similarly, persons in instant messaging applications are extracted
from a chat window. Keywords are extracted from the textual content of
the active window (OCR-processed document). The timestamp is the time
when the application window becomes active. Finally, stopword removal
and lemmatization were applied to the OCR-processed document.

6.2.2 Conditions

To understand whether leveraging temporal information improves recom-
mendation quality, we tested our models in two conditions: a control condi-
tion with no temporal information and an experimental condition in which
temporal information was considered.

• Control condition: In this condition, we included the static model
(LDA), which considered only topical association amongst the enti-
ties.
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• Experimental condition: In this condition, we included the tem-
poral based model (LDA +BiLSTM), which considered both topical
and temporal association amongst the entities.

6.2.3 Evaluation

The evaluation aimed to show that the temporal information incorporated
in the task context model is beneficial for inferring context and predict-
ing entities relevant to the context. Therefore, we compared the model’s
prediction performance in the experimental condition constructed for the
collected data set to the model in the control condition, which does not
account for temporal information. The analysis was conducted for each
participant using the data fields of the logging data trace.

We conducted three-fold cross-validation. The prediction models were
evaluated by splitting the participants’ collected data into train and test
sets (60% data for training = first 10 days, and predicting the remaining
40% data = 4 remaining days). That is, the testing set is independent
of the training set. We measure the prediction accuracy by 1) prediction
accuracy of the user’s task context or attempt to predict the topic of the
next user action e.g., the topic describing the active document; 2) hitrate@k
and recall of predicting the documents and applications the participant
will open in the next time step, the content (keywords) will occur in the
information object e.g., document, email, etc.

6.3 Results and Findings

The obtained prediction accuracies are depicted in Figure 6.1. Task con-
text model utilizing temporal information outperforms the static model.
This temporal structure information significantly improves entity predic-
tion. The context model performed well when predicting document usage.

Our model is constructed based on the assumption that routine tasks
can be characterized by temporal regularity of user states that can be con-
textualized by co-occurring entities. Temporal information incorporated
into the model utilizing the deep learning approach demonstrated the ef-
fectiveness in predicting the next state of the user, inferring task context,
and outperforming non-temporal machine learning methods in the experi-
ment.

The results suggest that considering the temporal aspect in modeling
provides an efficient mean to recognize and infer the user’s context. By
recognizing which context a user probably engages in, a collection of related
content (e.g, documents, emails) can be dynamically recommended.
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(a) Accuracy of user
state prediction.

(b) Hitrate for appli-
cation and docu-
ment.

(c) Recall for appli-
cation and docu-
ment.

(d) Recall for key-
word.

Figure 6.1: User state and entity prediction performance
.

The ability to model and predict the user’s task context indicates that
tasks are often influenced by time. The temporal behavior of a user is
reflected by the use of a similar set of entities (applications, documents,
topics) for the tasks over time. We can, therefore, mine users’ temporal
behaviors by analyzing their historical interactions and making use of the
mined temporal behaviors for task-aware recommendations.



Chapter 7

Effect of 24/7 Behavioral
Recordings

The research described in this chapter aims at answering RQ3-2: Does
the use of 24/7 behavioral recordings improve recommendation
quality. In the previous chapter, we took the user data as a whole and
learn the evolving context over time. In this chapter, we investigate the
effect of different application sources of contextual information. For each
user, the data will be divided into parts; each describes user activities on a
specific type of application (e.g., only search activity logs or user interaction
history on email clients). The same set of application categories reported in
Chapter 4 was used in the study. We considered each application category
as a single source of contextual information. Most of the application sources
listed in this chapter include research issues that have been addressed before
(e.g., search activity and browsing history) and many possible contexts of
the task defined along the sources have not yet been explored.

To understand the effect of contextual information sourced from vari-
ous applications, we built several prediction models for contextual query
augmentation for Web search rankings (Publication IV [84]). Data 2 was
used in this study. The data of thirteen participants include all Web search
queries and the associated task context derived from various applications.
The effects of various context sources were determined by training models
with varying application sources.

The study results showed that the user’s task context could be inferred
from varying application sources. The model utilizing contextual signals
sourced from many types of applications demonstrated its effectiveness in
re-ranking the correct Web documents that the user clicked by expanding
the Web search queries with additional contextual terms. This answers
RQ3-2, and the finding of the study can be framed as:
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Finding 4 Contextual signals sourced from any type of application are
useful in improving recommendation quality.

7.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, we describe the data used for the experiments. In particular,
we present our approach to annotate and classify the data, and how the
formed data was used for modeling and query augmentation.

7.1.1 Data Annotation and Classification

Data annotation and classification were conducted for the collected data
before data analysis experiments. Queries, clicked documents on SERPs,
information objects (files, documents, emails, instant messages, etc.) were
extracted and classified according to their application sources.

Query and Clicked Document Link Extraction

The preliminary step of data annotation and classification was to extract
the participants’ Web search queries from digital activity logs. We ran a
script programmed to automatically identify all Web searches and queries
from commercial search engines, including Google Search, Bing Search,
DuckDuckGo, Yandex, and Yahoo Search. Search engine usage was identi-
fied in the Web URLs of the collected screen frames. The queries were then
extracted directly from the URLs. The corresponding clicked document
links from the SERPs following the queries were also extracted.

Application Classification

The application classification phase aimed to classify applications into a set
of categories based on their common functions, types, and fields of use. The
application names were extracted from the collected OS log information.
The same application categories described in Chapter 4 were used in this
study.

7.1.2 Contextual Query Augmentation

We leveraged the recent digital activity of the user to model context and
augmented the current search query. The sources determined the informa-
tion used to build the context models. As part of the analysis, we varied
the sources used to construct the four models, which are described below.
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• Search history model: The search history model was constructed
based on the user’s search activity followed by a subsequent search
or the current query. We applied a constraint to the data, accepting
only the content of SERPs of prior searches to train the model.

• Application-specific model: A model for each application type
was created using the data assigned to the application category de-
scribed earlier. We assumed that if a user opened a specific applica-
tion, the application window contained useful content for modeling.
All information objects captured on that application were used to
train the model.

7.1.3 Modeling Technique

To build contextual query augmentation, we constructed a context model
(search history model or application-specific model) and integrated the con-
text model with a conventional query augmentation model. Our approach
is based on the three following steps:

1. Use contextual information sourced from a specific application type
to build a topic model of the task context before the search. We used
Dirichlet Hawkes processes [27] for topic modeling of task context.

2. Use the content of Web search results in response to the original query
to build a conventional query augmentation model.

3. Use the task context model to re-rank the conventional query aug-
mentation model.

7.1.4 Conditions

To study whether contexts sourced from a specific type of application helps
in query expansion, we tested the model in varying conditions: the control
condition, the search context condition, and the application-specific context
condition.

• Control condition. The initial ranking from the Bing search engine
was used as a control condition. Rankings were obtained by sending
a search request using the original query to Bing API to retrieve 1000
ranked Web documents.

• Search context condition. Search history was leveraged for con-
textual query augmentation. In this condition, a search history model
was utilized.
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• Application-specific context condition. Application-specific in-
teraction history was leveraged for contextual query augmentation.
In this condition, an application-specific model was utilized.

Context models were then evaluated by testing whether the conditions with
the models using different application-specific contexts generated based on
the six sources of contextual information can be useful in improving the
quality of search results.

7.2 Results and Findings

In general, the results indicate that the contextual query augmentation in
other application-specific conditions performed equally well with the model
in the search context condition. All application-specific models consistently
improved the performance over the control condition. In particular, the
models in four application-specific context conditions (Social Application,
Office, E-commerce, and Rare Web) performed better compared to the
model in other conditions.

We found that the different application sources of contextual informa-
tion are all important. Therefore, it seems that the user context should not
be limited to the information available on the search systems themselves,
but there are many equally good sources of contextual information that
can be leveraged for query augmentation. Search history, in general, is an
effective source of contextual information, but context from other sources
can be used to complement or replace search history when extensive search
history is not available. If many useful sources of context are available to
the search system, it may be possible to address many cold-start problems
[34].



Chapter 8

Effect of Spoken Conversational
Input

The research described in this chapter also aims at answering RQ3-3: Does
the use of spoken conversational input improve recommendation
quality. Now, we focused our attention on spoken conversational informa-
tion; more specifically, we considered this type of data input in improving
query suggestions.

To explore the impact of spoken conversational information on recom-
mendation quality, here we focused on query auto-completion suggestions.
Our aim was to try to predict the queries from the voice input such that
the user typed initial letters, and the spoken conversational context was
used to predict the completion of the query. We conducted a study in
which twelve pairs of participants engaged in spoken conversations about
movies and travels (Data 3). Their tasks were to discuss what movies they
intended to watch or where to travel next. Participants could perform a
search during the discussion to support their conversations. The conver-
sations were automatically transcribed, and all the search logs and Web
browsing activities were collected for the study.

In Publication V [85], we conducted an offline analysis on the effect of
the task context model by investigating whether spoken input from conver-
sations can be used as context to improve query auto-completion (QAC).
That means the participants did not see the suggestions, and they had to
write the entire query without support from the recommender system. To
evaluate our model, we compared the ranking of query suggestions with and
without context to understand how spoken conversational context affects
the quality of query suggestions.

Results of the study showed that it was possible to infer user context
from spoken conversations, and consequently, the context can be used to
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improve the query suggestions. This answers RQ3-3; that is, the answer
can be framed as:

Finding 5 Contextual signals sourced from spoken conversations are
useful in improving recommendation quality.

8.1 Experimental Setup

We model the spoken conversational context preceding queries and use
these models to re-rank the query auto-completion suggestions. The fol-
lowing sections describe the data used and how the context models were
constructed.

8.1.1 Data Description

Data 3 includes Web queries inputted to the search interface, Web browsing
activity (Web pages visits), and transcripts of the conversations. We first
segmented the data into search activities, each with a query with recent con-
text: prior queries, Web browsing history, and the participants’ utterances.
The data was pre-processed with stopword removal and lemmatization.

8.1.2 Context Models

Two context sources were leveraged - spoken conversational input and
search history (browsed Web pages and prior queries) - for re-ranking
QACs. The sources determined the information used to build the con-
text models. The sources used to construct the three models are described
below.

• Search Context Model. The search context model was constructed
based on a user’s Web search activity followed by a subsequent search
or the current query. The textual content of browsed Web pages
and queries of prior searches were utilized for training the model.
We assumed that if a user searched and opened a Web document,
the content might influence the user’s subsequent search and contain
useful information for modeling. Text units of browsed Web pages
and prior queries processed in the early step were used to train the
model.

• Spoken Context Model. The spoken context model was con-
structed based on the spoken conversation between users that oc-
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curred prior to the current search query - the information comprised
text units produced from automatic or ideal transcription.

• Combined Context Model (Spoken + Search Context). The
combined context model was created using a combination of spoken
conversational inputs and a user’s search history. Outputs from the
two separate models were combined.

The collected data and the QAC model in varying conditions were eval-
uated in an offline experiment. Here, we explain the configuration for each
condition and evaluation metrics used to measure the QAC performance in
these conditions.

8.1.3 Modeling Technique

To build contextual query auto-completion models, we integrated the con-
text models with non-contextual query auto-completions. Here, we opt to
use query completions provided by Google service. Our approach is based
on the three following steps:

1. Use contextual information sourced from spoken conversation or search
history or both spoken conversation and search history to build a topic
model of the task context before search. We used Dirichlet Hawkes
processes [27] for topic modeling of task context.

2. Use prefix of a query to retrieve query auto-completion suggestions
from Google service.

3. Use the task context model to re-rank the query auto-completion
suggestions.

8.1.4 Conditions

To study the utility of spoken context in QAC, we tested the QAC model
in four conditions: the control condition, the search context condition, the
spoken context condition, and the combined context condition.

• Control. In the control condition, QAC was initially produced
by the Google Query Suggestion Service1 was used. However, the
QAC did not account for any context information from the conver-
sation. We turned off the personalization feature in Google Service

1http://clients1.google.com/complete/search?&q=¡prefix¿&client=chrome
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to avoid any confounding factors that might affect the initial rank-
ing of QAC. For instance, different users might have different tastes
in movies and travel present in their long-term search history before
the experiment, and Google Service would have this information and
personalized QACs, which would have become a factor in the exper-
iment.

• Search Context. In this condition, we included the search context
model, which leveraged only a user’s search context information, to
re-rank Google QACs.

• Spoken Context. In this condition, we included the spoken context
model, which leveraged only spoken context information, to re-rank
Google QACs.

• Combined Context. In this condition, both spoken and search
context information was leveraged to re-rank Google QACs.

8.2 Results and Findings

We compared the effects of spoken conversational input in four conditions:
a control condition without contextualization; an experimental condition
with the model using search query logs; an experimental condition with the
model using spoken conversational input; and an experimental condition
with the model using both search query logs and spoken conversational
input.

In general, QAC in the spoken context condition performed better com-
pared with the model in control and search context conditions. By con-
sidering spoken conversational information, QAC ranking performance im-
proves, indicating that such contextual information was useful in improving
query prediction. We also found the advantage of combining the spoken
conversational information with the Web search context for improved re-
trieval performance. Our results suggest that spoken conversations provide
a rich context for supporting information searches beyond current user-
modeling approaches.
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Entity Recommendation in
Everyday Task

The research described in this chapter aims at answering RQ4: Does con-
textual recommendation improve users’ task performance? Our
context-aware recommendation system was evaluated in light of the goal to
support knowledge workers in everyday digital tasks. We focus on support-
ing the users through entity recommendations (documents, applications,
people, and keywords describing the task). The context-aware entity rec-
ommendation system for finding information was evaluated with users in
an online interactive setting. A user would work on the task as she/he
normally does while receiving recommendations from the system.

In Publication VI [43], 13 participants who took part in the second data
collection (Data 2) were invited back for the laboratory study. We evaluated
whether the recommendations lead to improved task execution in terms of
context relevance and usefulness. For context relevance, the participant was
asked to rate the suggestions she/he receives at the end of the task. The
usefulness of the recommendation was measured by how many entities were
used (applications and documents were opened from the recommendation
by the users). We investigate the effect of contextual recommendation
by requesting the participants to resume and perform two of their tasks
that were reported in the diaries. Tasks were randomly assigned into two
conditions: a condition with recommendations visible for the user and a
condition with recommendations not visible for the user.

Results of the study showed that the recommendation system has a
direct influence on task performance. The participants used the recom-
mended entities, e.g., opened the documents used the applications to com-
plete the task. In some cases, the recommendation reminded the partici-
pants of information they had seen before and that information was relevant
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at the time of the task. The participants also considered the recommenda-
tion system a companion: a personal assistant that helped carry out the
task with new ideas and made it easier for the participants to stay on track.
Such results help to answer RQ4 in that we could have a takeaway message
as:

Finding 6 Recommendations positively influence the user’s task per-
formance. Our modeling and task-based entity recommen-
dation approach enable effortless access to information for
the users. Recommendations are the source of inspiration
and contain insightful information that helps users complete
their tasks.

9.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, we describe the data used for the study and how the data
was collected. Then, we discuss the study conditions and how to evaluate
the recommender system.

9.1.1 Data Description

Dataset (Data 3) of thirteen participants voluntarily who took part in the
study was used in this study. Participants installed our digital activity
monitoring for 14 days for data collection. The purpose was to collect
a set of entities that the users had accessed before the lab study. The
entities were extracted after visiting web pages in the browser or accessing
applications and documents stored locally on personal computers. The
collected data was used for recommendation. In addition, participants were
asked to write diaries about their tasks every day.

9.1.2 Procedure

After the monitoring period, participants came back to our lab for the sec-
ond part of the experiment. We asked participants to review their diaries
and select two tasks they performed during the monitoring. In particu-
lar, we asked participants to pick two tasks that they felt were similar in
category, with the same level of complexity, and comparable in duration.
Participants were asked to write descriptions of the two selected tasks in a
note. Then, the experimenter randomly assigned the two tasks to the two
conditions:
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• Experimental condition: with the user model and the recommen-
dation was visible for the user. New unseen digital activities were
considered as task context, and the user could also provide explicit
interaction with the recommender system.

• Control condition: with the user model, but the recommendation
was not visible for the user. Input to the model was also the recent
context derived from the new unseen digital activities. In this con-
dition, recommendations did not affect the information presented to
the user on the screen or user information behavior.

To counteract fatigue and other carryover effects, we counterbalanced
the order in which the participants were subjected to each condition. After
selecting the tasks, the participants were briefed about the experiment’s
procedure: they were asked to resume the tasks on their laptops, engage in
a short interview, and assess the relevance of the entities.

9.1.3 Evaluation

We address two possibilities to support knowledge workers in the case of
finding information:

• Entity Relevance: A knowledge worker can be supported by having
documents suggested to him that contain relevant information for the
(writing) task he is working on. Where context relevance evaluates
whether there is a general topical match with the current activities,
entity relevance is aimed at a more detailed evaluation of how much
a suggested document contributes to the task process.

• Influence of Recommended Information: Although a topical
match of recommendation with the user’s active context has been a
common way to evaluate the effectiveness of recommendation, but
it does not mean an entity that is suggested can be used by the
users. Therefore, we additionally consider 1) Attention on recom-
mended information, which evaluate how long the user looks at the
recommended entities measured by the total duration of the gaze fix-
ations of the users on the recommendation screen; and 2) Utilization
of recommended information, which evaluate how useful a suggested
entity is for a task that the user is working on. That is, how many
documents and applications are actually opened after the user saw
them.
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9.2 Results and Findings

We found participants engaged in tasks ranging from thesis writing, data
processing, and coding to travel planning and other social tasks. Within
such tasks, participants were involved in various activities, and their in-
terests frequently changed. Results on the relevance and influence of rec-
ommendations, together with qualitative findings, show that the system
effectively captured participants’ rapidly evolving interests and provided
them with recommendations that positively influenced their tasks.

Participants were found to access recommendations that were subse-
quently used to perform the tasks. Participants looked at the recommenda-
tions and used the hyperlinks provided by the system to access documents
useful for their tasks. In particular, we also observed that the utility of
recommendation comes very fast upon the participant resuming the task.
This indicates that our system provided good recommendations helping the
participant to return to the task quickly.

In general, the task model could be used to effectively retrieve useful
entities for the user in the task context. The results indicated that the list
of recommendations related to the task containing the entities that the user
wanted to refind. Another advantage of our task-centric recommendation
approach could support the user’s memory. The system provided forgotten
or unknown resources, reminding the users of specific activities or a piece
of information that they have seen before and that would be relevant now
for the task.



Chapter 10

Conclusion

This thesis explored the use of task information derived from more ex-
tensive sources and social, temporal, and topical aspects to predict and
recommend task-relevant information. We found that task context affected
the user’s information behavior. By analyzing varying types of contextual
information about the task, we can learn user activity patterns and, to
some extent, predict the entities (applications, documents, contact infor-
mation, and keywords) that the users would use next. This work suggests
new opportunities to further investigate whether more extensive contextual
signals mined from even more aspects, e.g., mobile and physical context,
could affect retrieval performance.

10.1 Summary of Main Findings

To summarize the main findings of the work, we revisit the research ques-
tions defined earlier and reflect on the answers below:

RQ1: Are there interdependencies between the tasks, search-
ing behavior, and contextual entities? Yes, our work with task anal-
ysis has shown that contextual factors derived from varying aspects of the
task have a crucial effect on searching behavior. We found that applica-
tion contexts and topical interest before searching directly impact search
performance. In particular, we found that the topic the users observed
before searching often triggers a search in various tasks, such as a task
that demands a degree of intellectual effort, such as writing or literature
reviewing. Searching is more induced from a certain application context
(such as utility applications: word processing, programming platform, or
spreadsheet) in which the user intent was to process and produce informa-
tion artifacts (such as programming, writing a document). Our findings
are in line with previous literature in the case of a single contextual factor

65
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(e.g., Web browsing activity) [18, 89]. However, contrary to their work,
which used a lab-based analysis and focused on pre-determined tasks as-
signed by the experimenter for specific research design, our work provided
new insights into real-life tasks. Our results and findings indicated the
possibility of modeling the real-life task context from association amongst
the entities (applications and topics) for many practical use cases such as
recommendation or entity prediction.

RQ2: Can the association amongst the entities be used to
model the user’s task context for recommendation? Yes, we found
it was possible to model the user task from the latent thematic structure of
the data (the structured collection of entities). By observing the long-term
history of user activities, the model could detect the user task predict the
future context and relevant entities for the task. Our results also revealed
that applications used for the tasks were very diverse, such as writing tasks;
the users would also need to perform various online activities: Web brows-
ing, searching, and emailing. The analysis allows us to understand how
the users performed their tasks in work settings and the need for a rec-
ommender system that could provide access to information from multiple
application sources and synchronize the content in one place, promoting
ubiquitous access to information. Although in this thesis, we only focused
on information entities that occurred from computer usage and routine
tasks that have been executed on a computer, the model can be applied
for a wide variety of tasks and events that could be observed in the phys-
ical environment, such as events created by location constraint or mobile
devices.

RQ3: Does the use of more extensive sources of context im-
prove recommendation quality? Yes, we found temporal information
was an important factor in the task context modeling (RQ3-1). We have
shown that contextual information sourced from any application could af-
fect the performance of the prediction of the task and entity recommenda-
tion (RQ3-2). We also incorporated more signals into the prediction model,
such as combing user information behavior from all application sources that
could give even richer information about user context and intention and
further improve the recommendation quality. Contextual signals sourced
from spoken conversations could complement the conventional prediction
model for generating recommendations using a search context when exten-
sive search history is not available (RQ3-3). It would also be interesting
to study the impact of other personalized cues such as an individual’s past
behavior in mobile devices or location history on the performance of the
recommendation system.
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RQ4: Does contextual recommendation improve users’ task
performance? Yes, we found that the task-related context structures
extracted by the system contained insightful information that users had
not previously noticed and that positively affected the task. Participants
generally reported an improved user experience when performing tasks with
the support of our recommendation system. Participants perceived the
system as a companion that provided valuable insights into performing the
task. The recommendations could function as a memory extension for the
participant. By reminding the participants about the entities related to
the task, the system permitted the reconstruction of the typical activities
they performed during their task. Furthermore, the system stores explicit
associations amongst the entities similar to how the user would associate
the information to the task. This would allow the participants to have
faster access to information. During the tasks, the participants needed to
access various documents, such as PDFs, emails, code snippets, or websites,
however, forgetting the name or location of a file, the applications used, or
the subject of an important email make it difficult to retrieve the needed
information. With our system, participants could easily retrieve important
documents they needed for their tasks, either without any explicit input
(e.g., by just opening a different relevant document) or by selecting key
entities in the system. It allowed the participants to save time with a
consequent improvement of the perceived experience. With our entity-
centric approach, it would be one step towards the design principles for
personal information management systems formulated by Elsweiler et al.
[30]. Finally, the benefits provided by the system came with moderate costs
in terms of division of attention, as reported by some participants. Overall,
the participants reported a better user experience when the implemented
system was available.

10.2 Implications of Research

The ability to model task context from more extensive sources and mul-
tiple aspects implies that the users completing the task need to perform
a wide range of activities and access a variety of application sources such
as Web browsing, search, e-mailing, or conversing with other individuals.
In line with early research on context modeling [75], the findings showed
that incorporating task information in recommendations has the benefit of
minimizing the user’s search effort and supporting the work. However, the
findings can go further and complement previous research by considering
the practical usefulness in real-world tasks rather than artificial tasks in a
lab-based study. We foresee implications for using contextual information
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to support researchers in designing user studies and experiments and for
practitioners designing information access systems and privacy preservation
strategies.

10.2.1 Designing user studies and experiments

There are practical implications of this work for designing user studies and
experiments. Search history and Web browsing actions may not be the
only sources that are representative of users’ real underlying tasks. This
may have set limits on the current experimental paradigm and the datasets
used in information retrieval experimentation. Our findings showed that
the user’s task context could be predicted by speech data and various behav-
ioral information sourced from local documents and applications, suggesting
more task information that could appear in other non-search applications.
Such knowledge can help researchers to design experiments with more face
validity. Given the assigned work task and its potential queries, contextual
evidence sourced from spoken conversations, different local applications,
and Web services can be leveraged and an appropriate duration for the
task can be established accordingly to improve the lab-based experiments.

10.2.2 Designing information access systems

Our results demonstrate that it is possible to model the user’s task con-
text from the association amongst the entities. The data was collected
by simply logging the user interactions with the entities. Although this
may sound like a limitation compared to the conventional approach that
was based on more structured data such as clicks or other direct inputs in
search applications, our approach could enable a general user modeling that
can be used across applications. Utilizing task context information from
one application in another may help to resolve an issue with cold-start rec-
ommendations [93]. Our findings also showed that there are distinct sets
of queries for which context models utilizing specific sources perform most
effectively, suggesting that query information is likely important in select-
ing sources and temporal contextual lengths. The richer models that we
developed can be used to interpret a user’s search intent for a wide variety
of search applications, including proactively retrieving information of likely
interest to the user, suggesting useful queries contextually, or document
ranking and filtering. Search systems could also use the context model and
assign a source and amount of contextual information based on the query
to improve the quality of search rankings by promoting results that are
consistent with the inferred user intent. The systems may need to vary the
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sources depending on the modeling task, e.g., short-term models should use
recent contexts, such as recently opened documents, conversations, emails,
and instant messages, whereas long-term models should use information
from longer-term learning behaviors and historical online transactions.

10.2.3 Designing privacy preservation strategies

More contextual signals from spoken conversations and various applica-
tion sources provide benefits in generating recommendations or predicting
when and where users can complete tasks. Our research has implications
for implementing data minimization and retention requirements of some
regulations for data protection and privacy. In particular, our study shows
that, in most cases, only behavior from a limited set of applications is
sufficient for effective search ranking. In some cases, using contextual in-
formation does not always yield an improvement. For instance, information
behaviors from many applications may not be needed and do not affect the
recommendation performance. As previous research has demonstrated [94],
users are often reluctant to share information with a search system, and
they do not understand why certain queries have been suggested or where
they came from. Future work on search systems may consider providing
users with various privacy thresholds and their explanations for suggestions
and allow them to freely explore the relationship between privacy preserva-
tion, contextual sources, and search quality. Another important implication
derived from our approach is that the ability to model the user’s task con-
text from the end-user device. That means this does not require access to
the data provided by the service provider, such as large-scale search logs
for modeling. The data could be owned and utilized by the users with-
out sending private information to the service provider. This echoes the
recent development that promotes user-centered information management
and processing, putting the users at the center and in control of their data
[21].

10.3 Limitations

This thesis presents some limitations which may have some impact on the
generalizability of the results. This study was carried out as part of a
field study and, because of this, followed an unusual experimental proce-
dure. Two of the more important aspects of this procedure that might
have impacted our results are that some of the user behaviors may have
been restrained on purpose because users were fully aware that their digital
activities were being tracked, and the two-week monitoring period may not
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reflect the entire blueprint of their behaviors, including activity changes due
to seasons/holidays or monthly routines. Furthermore, while the 14-day
digital activity monitoring and conversation recording of 47 participants
resulted in large data, it was a fairly small sample compared to large-scale
data logs with a larger population, such as the context information that
could be sourced from long-term interactions on a Web search engine. Al-
though the potential impact of the experimental procedure and recruitment
on the validity and reliability of our results cannot be ignored, we feel that
our results are important and make an essential contribution to the research
on recommendation and user modeling.

The observed impacts in this study may be related to the nature of
the data that were collected, for example, data of a specific cohort (young
individuals, mostly students and researchers). It may have been better also
to include data of other groups of users. Other aspects of the task have
also not been analyzed herein, such as user behaviors on smartphones or
physical aspects (e.g., locations), and will be in future work. However, given
that this study was computer-based and that we had extracted all available
texts in all applications and even spoken conversations, the definitions of
task context we adopted here seem reasonable.

Another limitation to the evaluation of the recommendation system
is lacking the real-life performance of the user task because participants
performed their tasks in the lab. This setting was planned on purpose
as we would want to control the factors we would study. This aspect is
important because the actual usability of the system can only be measured
when it is put into practice, especially for context-aware systems. A system
may not be likely to be useful to the knowledge workers when suggestions
are not provided on time. Because our data set was not sufficiently large
to pose modeling problems, we have not considered any potential errors or
low system performance that may be made by data overhead.

Finally, the specific difficulty encountered with the introduction of the
screen monitoring and digital activity monitoring method was privacy. Par-
ticipants were fully aware of their activities being monitored, and thus some
of their activities might be concealed on purpose. However, this limitation
was predicted. We expected that the participants could share most of their
activities that were considered to be less sensitive. Besides, this has no
negative effect on the results of the study, as what we aimed for was to
investigate the possibility of making inferences about the user’s task con-
text given the user behaviors collected from more extensive sources, and
that was useful in improving the quality of recommendations. In addition,
the research followed the ethical guidelines established by the University
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of Helsinki and received ethical approval. However, we also see the op-
portunity raised by this work to support the recent MyData movement
and related research to empower individuals having the right and practical
means to manage their data and privacy [1, 54].

10.4 Future Work

This work provides a foundation for further development of context-aware
recommendations. In future research, it is important to investigate what
users value most in the context-aware recommendation. How often should
the system recommend information, and how many entities should be in
the suggestion list? Additionally, in our dataset, there were no actual
relevance judgments by the users during work situations. Our evaluation
approach was dependent on the prediction of the entities. That is, we
did not know whether interesting entities are useful at the time they are
recommended or whether they can be a potential source of distraction.
However, asking the users to rate the suggestions the user receives at a
certain moment is challenging; it might divert the user’s attention from
the task. A proper evaluation of the recommendation system in real-life
settings requires further exploration.

Continued improvement of the comfort of using recommendation sys-
tems is an important task for the future. For instance, the scenario of
the knowledge worker is different from typical lab-based context-aware rec-
ommendation scenarios, as the context is more dynamic, and there is a
larger negative impact of irrelevant recommendations. In this thesis, we
only presented and used the data set collected from the laptop to facilitate
our research. We have no evidence of whether recommendations would
lead to improved task execution in terms of time and profit. This requires
further investigation and different evaluation approaches in realistic knowl-
edge worker settings where the context is given by the interaction of users
with their regular office computers.

Overall, we believe that our task-modeling approach is most promising
for a context-aware recommendation. It performed well in terms of action
prediction while providing relevant results. Moreover, our approach is not
dependent on manually selecting the source for detection of the context.
Nevertheless, there is room for improvement when it comes to document
and context relevance. The flexibility of the system (e.g., number of entities
are scalable and can be applied on any type of context data) provides
ample opportunity to investigate these respects. Finally, we conclude that
the evaluation approach to understanding how recommendations influence
user task has an added value in real-world task-based evaluations.
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